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Abstract  

Background: Deregulation in the airline industry has brought a new business model 

throughout the world. In Europe since 1997, Ryanair as a pioneer and other several airlines 

emerged in the European civil aviation industry as a Low Cost carriers. This model has 

known for its low fair and even believed to create a new market and affected the industry. 

Although for not all airlines in this model were not successful, many has grown 

tremendously and are major players in Europe in the industry.  

Problem: This study is of great importance for the investigation of the sustainability of the 

earnings of such airlines. As the value of some successful airlines is growing in stock 

market, there must be a question of how long and based on what to see the future forward 

for the investors who are already engaged and seek to engage in it.  

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and describe whether or not the 

earnings of airlines in Low cost model are sustainable in for the future as the investors dare 

to invest in one. The thesis will also describe and analyze the model in detail as well as see 

the details of each considered airline to see the transitory activities to relate with 

sustainability of the earrings.  

Method: The method chosen for this study is quantitative and deductive approach based 

solely on secondary data. This study investigated the financial data and other reports to 

reformulate the statements in a convenient way to identify core activities and the sources of 

sustainable income.  

Conclusions: The studied European LCCs are growing in terms of capital size, asset, 

aircrafts, passenger number, revenue and some other key performance indicators. The 

growth rate and consistency of LCC differs from airline to airline depending on factors 

although tend to show some similar pattern. But when the sustainability is measured with 

RNOA, the LCCs have not repeated the same RNOA throughout the considered years and 

the sustainability of the earnings is questioned. 

 

Key Words: Low cost carrier, Deregulation, Sustainable earrings, airlines industry, Return 

on net Operating Asset, Ryanair, EasyJet, Norwegian Air Shuttle
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter will start to introduce the study to the reader by presenting the background 

and the problem of the chosen topic. It states the purpose of the study and also a clear 

presentation of delimitation of the study.  

 

1.1 Back ground 
 

The history of flying has started about 200BC in China and several trials in Europe and 

North America (Clark, 2010). The Wright brothers, the Americans, were successful to fly a 

flyer for about twelve seconds to the height of one hundred twenty feet in December 1903 

with pilot and a machine heavier than air for the first time (Wright, 1999).  

 

After the World War II, the aircraft industry turned towards the civilian market, and the 

first commercial jet airliners were put into service by the end of the 1940s (Clark,2010). 

Currently there are hundreds of Airlines participating in the commercial activities in the 

aviation industry. 

 

Traditionally, there have been airlines in countries in the sense of flag carrier and 

representing each country. Most of the flag carrier airlines were owned and supported by 

the respective country until the deregulation of the industry came to existence in 1970s 

(Gillen & Lall, 2004, p.41).   

 

Deregulation obviously affects industries by lowering barriers to entry, which is practical 

case even in aviation, where deregulation has encouraged competition and put downward 

pressure on fares (Harbison & McDermott, 2009, p. 61). 

 

As a consequence of the deregulation of the air transport market in U.S. in the late 1970s, 

the concept of Low Cost Carrier (LCC onwards) was originally built up and successfully 

implemented. It was the Southwest Airlines, a U.S. regional air carrier that has 

recommenced itself as the original low fares airline in the same year (EFLAA, 2004, p.4). 

The newly introduced service model was based on new routes, emerging markets, small 

airports, full service operations, and reshaping their operating style (Harbison & 

McDermott, 2009, p. 61).  

 

In Europe, the deregulation (liberalization) of the industry came in the late 1990s for any 

certified airline to operate within the EU at market-determined prices which has facilitated 

entry and led to a propagation of low-cost carriers, not only in Europe but also in other 

parts of the world (Gillen & Lall, 2004, p.41).  

 

As a result of this liberalization, many airlines in Europe have followed the Southwest 

model of the low-cost carrier. The pioneer airlines in Europe for this model such as Ryanair 

have based their business models on Southwest‘s fundamental low-cost principles. In 
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addition to cutting the cost, airlines in LCC model such as EasyJet, Norwegian Air Shuttle, 

Bimbaby, etc. also began to differentiate their services from their competitors. 

 

Ryanair, which was established in 1985 in Ireland, followed the "Open Skies" deregulation 

of the European Union that enabled airlines to compete freely throughout Europe in 1997, 

to launch its first four European routes (Ryanair, 2010). Some literatures put that the model 

of the Ryanair was imported from Southwest model in US. According to its website, the 

passenger number has grown tremendously from 2 million in 1997 per year to 42 million in 

2007, while its growth rate in 2007 and 2008 is 20% and 15% consecutively. 

 

In 1995 the other popular LCC, EasyJet was founded by Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou. Inaugural 

flights go from Luton to Edinburgh and Glasgow. Currently, EasyJet is the UK‘s largest 

airline, according to UK Civil Aviation Authority reports, measured by the number of 

passengers flown for the second year in a row. In 2009 over 28 million passengers flew 

with EasyJet through UK airports, which are significantly more than any other airline 

which demonstrates the better preference of the model (EasyJet, 2010). 

 

Norwegian Air Shuttle, which is also one of the LCC in Europe airlines industry, was first 

incorporated on January 1993. From the very beginning of its jet operations, low cost has 

been a central point since the company has set efficient utilization, economies of scale and 

a smooth organization. In addition to this, there have been key concepts of making the 

routes accessible, simple and affordable (Norwegian, 2010). 

 

These three airlines are not the only LCCs in Europe. There are eleven in the ELFAA 

performing in the same model and much bigger number of LCCs in Europe and the whole 

world. There is tense competition with the traditional airline called the flag carrier. As a 

result of such competition and other reasons some of the LCC such as, Goodjet & 

Flyingfinn of Sweden, Airpolonia, V-bird, etc. (Thomas, 2005) has left the market while 

other LCCs like Ryanair have grown in the past years. Such growth of some LCC will be 

questioned considering the failed ones and it will be a concern if the growing airlines are 

building a sustainable earnings. 

 

Sustainable earnings according to Penman (2009) is, ‗‘Earnings that can repeat in the 

future, and grow are sustainable earnings, persistent earnings, core earnings, or underlying 

earnings‘‘. It is the base for firm growth, composed of operating income from the business 

activities and net financing expenses, which is the difference of financing income and 

financing expenses of the company. It is the current earnings that are likely to be 

maintained in the future compared with transitory earnings (Penman 2009.p.394). Reported 

earnings that include the after-tax effects of all material items of unusual revenue or gain 

and expense or loss removed is considered as a sustainable earning (Financial Terms, 

2010). 

 

Sustainable earnings can also be defined as a source of earnings that is generated from 

assets and capabilities that will continue further in the future of the company. These assets 

and capabilities are typically proprietary which can not be copied by other competitors 

easily, cheaply or at all (Dodd and Favaro, 2007. P81). 
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Sometimes sustainable earnings are known as core earnings which are generated by the 

core business operating activities. These core activities are basis of durable competitive 

advantage for the company (Penman, 2009. p.394). 

 

Sustainable earnings, according to Richardson (2003), are defined as quality of earnings, 

which is the extent of reported earnings, sustained over time. The firm has earnings that are 

more persistent are viewed as higher quality earning. In this regard, sustainable earnings 

and earning quality are highly related terms hence the quality of earning can be the input 

for sustainable earnings building (Richardson, 2003, p.49).  The quality of earnings can be 

evaluated by focusing on the earning persistence; high quality earnings are more 

sustainable and useful in the process of decision making (Abdelghany, 2005. p.1002). 

 

According to Penman and Zhang (2002), presentation of financial statement helps in 

identifying sustainable/persistent earnings from the non-sustainable earnings. In some 

countries where GAAP governs, like U.S, extraordinary items and discontinued operations 

are reported on a separate line, and some transitory gains and losses are differentiated 

simply by looking the name ―other comprehensive income.‖ 

 

Once the sustainable earnings are identified, the next step will be to find a measure for the 

sustainable earnings. According to Penman and Zhang (2002), income could be sustainable 

when a company‘s return on net operating asset will be constant, which means the 

ΔRNOA1 = RNOA1 – RNOA0 is zero (Penman & Zhang, 2002, p.9). 

 

Hence, our study is on the sustainable income of the LCCs, through financial statements the 

performance of the business model will be tested to see if they are in the same track as it is 

suggested by Penman & Zhang. Some business could be growing and making earnings, 

which could be due to the transitory earnings which can be a cause for the failure of some 

businesses after a while. This study will investigate the earnings sustainability of the three 

LCCs selected by reformulating the financial statements and by measuring the return on net 

operating asset.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement 
 

As it has been stated in the background, currently the two different business models, the 

traditional airlines and low cost carriers are operating in the airlines industry competitively 

in Europe, and the rest of the world. The LCC model being new entrant to the market and 

younger model compared to the traditional full cost airlines; it has grown in the past two 

decades in Europe. It has also continued being profitable during the challenging years for 

the industry such as post 9/11 and the financial crisis that caused economic recession 

globally in 2008 and beyond. 

 

Although there were some LCCs model airlines who has ceased to exist, airlines such as 

Ryanair, EasyJet and Norwegian, are some of the best examples that demonstrated the 

performance and growth potential of this model.  
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Having in mind the competition of the two models and the challenges in the industry, one 

should ask the nature of the performance in the long range. Thus the model should be tested 

for its sustainability though it has shown profit growth and market expansion. 

 

In this thesis therefore, we will ask the question:  

 

Are low cost Model-Based Air carriers in Europe building sustainable 

earnings? 

 

The three LCCs, we will be investigating are Ryanair, EasyJet and Norwegian Air Shuttle 

which at present, are Europe‘s largest LCCs together in terms of passenger volume and 

constitute more than 60% of the LCC seats offered in Europe (Dobruszkes, 2006, p.253). 

We will attempt to distinguish persistent and transitory earnings of the selected sample 

LCCs, and test whether this model is building sustainable earnings or not. 

 

1.3 Purpose of the study 
 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate and then prove the sustainability of the 

LCC model earnings. By assuring the earnings sustainability of the model, investors and 

potential investors would use such information for their future decisions. We believe that 

the study will help shareholders to know the true value of the LCCs so that they will make 

any decision based on such accurate information of each company.  

 

Our goal is that the financial statement reformulation and the analysis will clearly indicate 

the value drivers of the model and help to identify the core activities which need attention 

and opportunities for further growth. By creating knowledge on the sustainability of the 

earnings of the LCC, this study will help for further studies in the field of sustainable 

earnings, show the value of the analyzed companies and expose areas of improvements for 

(if any) for the model. 

Therefore, this study mainly testing the sustainability of earnings of the model, it will also 

highlight; the strength and limitation of the model, the risk of the LCC model and the 

model difference from the traditional model.  

 

 

1.4 Delimitation  
 

We limit our study firstly to LCC business model which basically new compared to the 

traditional model that provides the service in the industry with cheaper price which helped 

it to grow and make its own market in the industry. 

 

Though the origin of the idea of LCC is believed to be in US, several European airlines and 

other airlines in the world has adopted and implemented the model in different time. 
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However, we will consider only Europe based LCC and performing in the continental 

Europe. So, we can limit the study under the same market and regulation. 

 

All numerical data used in the analysis were based on different annual reports from fiscal 

year 2005 to 2009 for the selected LCCs. Due to the limited time to complete our research; 

we will study only the three most dominant LCCs.  

 

This study will not cover all measurements of sustainable earnings that are used in different 

contexts by different authors. We depend on only the Penman & Zhang method of 

sustainable earnings measurement which was the part of the curriculum in USBE.  

 

Our thesis is mainly focused on investigating the sustainability of earnings in the chosen 

LCCs for the limited years. This was taken into consideration when analyzing the chosen 

airlines. 

 

1.5 Disposition of the study 
 

In order to be clear in the mind of the reader and to have quick indication, we have decided 

to show the disposition of the study with a short summary of each chapter. 

 

Chapter Two: THEORETICAL METHOD 

 

The theoretical method chapter will consist  the  choice of the subject that will be 

researched followed by discussion of preconceptions, which in turned perspective of the 

study, the researchers scientific view, scientific approach as well as strategy of the research. 

Finally, it describes the choice of secondary data and its criticism as well. 

 

Chapter Three: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 

 

This chapter will provide a base of knowledge and a presentation of previous study relating 

to thesis topic. It deals briefly background of global airline industry, Deregulation and 

Liberalization of the Airline Industry, Low Cost Carrier (its model, Strategic Development, 

Risk factors, & Competition), Ratio Analysis (P/E & P/B), Sustainable earnings in detail 

and measuring sustainable earnings. Accordingly, some empirical study linked to the 

mentioned theories. 

 

 

 

Chapter Four: PRACTICAL METHOD 

 

This part will explain how we select the companies, how do we collect and access data and 

it will put a clear method of processing and analyzing data. 
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Chapter Five: EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 

The chapter will present short background of the studied airlines, reformulated financial 

statements and data relevant for the analysis part are presented in graphs and tables. 

 

Chapter Six: ANALYSIS 

 

 This chapter will discuss the empirical results of the studied airlines. It will use as a bridge 

for existing theories and the empirical results, and it will create the following conclusion 

section. . Research gap will appear at this point and further studies will be suggested to 

provide additional knowledge.  

 

Chapter Seven: CONCLUSION 

 

This chapter will wrap up in explaining the findings of the study. It will indicate potential 

areas for further research emanating from this thesis.  

 

 

Chapter Eight: QUALITY CRITERIA 

 

This chapter will be discussed the reliability and validity of the study. It will state the 

factors that make the research reliable, valid, and geberalizeable. 
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2 THEORETCAL METHOD  

 

The theoretical method chapter consists of choice of the subject that will be researched 

followed by discussion of preconceptions, which in turned perspective of the study, the 

researchers scientific view, scientific approach as well as strategy of the research. Finally, 

it describes the choice of secondary data and its criticism as well. 

 

2.1 Choice of the Subject 
 

During our stay in Umeå University as Accounting and Finance students, we have taken a 

course module called ―Financial statements analysis and valuation‖, which motivated us to 

think about sustainable earnings and reformulating and analyzing companies‘ financial 

statements. Though two of us are attending two different Masters Programs, it was this 

course that brought us together to a common ground and helped us to join for this thesis. 

 

The other reason why we choose this topic is, after 9/11 terrorist attack in U.S. World 

Trade center initially and due to financial and economic crisis globally since the end of 

2007, the question of sustainability has become more and more important in all industries 

in general and, in airlines industry in particular. The recent Icelandic volcano (April 2010) 

ash is one of the evidence that shows a higher level of sensitivity of the industry. Even 

unexpected natural events like this one, most of the airports were closed at least for six days 

in Europe and majorly affected many economic aspects through out the world.  The 

challenge is tougher for the industries such as airlines which are much cost and safety 

sensitive. So, these factors inclined us to research on this dynamic industry‘s future.  

 

Furthermore, it is interesting that the LCC model is competent to the traditional model now 

and takes large market share in Europe. This initiated us to ask how sustainable this 

performance is and led us to test if that is a real earning and will continue in the future. 

2.2 Preconceptions 
 

According to Bryman & Bell, there are several factors that influence a business research 

such as theory, epistemology, ontology and values. Values could be from personal beliefs 

or character which can cause a bias. Values can also be seen as a form of preconceptions, 

sometimes believed to be suppressed during research. (Bryman and Bell, 2007, P.30) 

 

It seems impossible to begin absolutely uninfluenced by writers‘ background on research 

work. However, research should be neutral and scientific to arrive in a conclusion. We, the 

authors of this thesis, have the same background coming from Africa and have studied 

accounting in our undergraduate study in Ethiopia in similar college. Before we join Umeå 

University for our Masters study, we had worked in accounting profession in our country.  

Our life and academic background similarity has given us an opportunity to explore the 

theories during our research in similar manner helped us for a check and balance point. Our 
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value regarding the airlines, basically driven from Ethiopia, will be neutral since there is no 

such a concept of LCC and air travel is considered as a luxury and less common for the 

average Ethiopian. 

 

Even though we have background in finance and accounting areas, the individual 

preconceptions would not influence the outcome of our study majorly. Although we will 

engage in interpreting some of the findings, our basic analysis of this study is based on 

factual figures, which is free of conflict of interest, or bias of individual analyst.  

2.3 Perspective 
 

The perspective of this thesis, although we use only publicly available information, was 

taken from investors‘ views, which represent the potential investors who want to invest in 

the studied companies in the future. Furthermore, the thesis, although considering the LCC 

model in a broader sense through out as a business model in the industry, the model was 

analyzed in the perspective of the European LCC.  

2.4. Scientific view 
 

There are two main approaches in which the perception of reality of a researcher can be: 

Positivism and Phenomenological approaches. These two approaches can be used 

according to the nature of the research. Positivism approach is the opposite of 

phenomenological. It shares the view that differentiates natural science fundamentally from 

the social science. It is concerned with the question of how individuals make sense of the 

world around them. (Bryman and bell 2007, p.17-18) 

 

In positivism, ―the researcher will work with observable social reality and that the end 

product of such research can be the derivation of laws or law-like generalization like 

similar to those produced by physical and natural scientists‖ (Remenyi, Williams, Money 

and Stewartz, 1998 p.32).  

 

We believe that our view of knowledge tends to be a positivism approach, because the 

social reality in our study is seen objectively that is external to social actors concerned with 

their existence (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009, P.110). We tend to see the sustainable 

earnings of the LCC model as an independent entity through financial statements 

reformulation by using the RNOA sustainable measurement tool which inclined us to the 

positivist view.  

2.5 Scientific approach 
 

Once we have positioned ourselves in the positivist epistemological position, the next step 

is to go under the deduction or induction approach¸ in order to solve the problem of this 

study. The two broad research approaches are either deductive or inductive theoretical 

approach. As we investigate what scientific approach may be appropriate from either of the 

two approaches, here we have provided the meaning of each approach. Deductive approach 

is related to the objective reality approach, and deals with scientific principle and often 

associated with quantitative research design (Bryman & Bell p.11& 21). It infers a 
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hypothesis that must be subjected to an empirical inspection. Where as, in the inductive 

approach the researcher deduce the implication of the findings for the theory that prompted 

the research and tend to rely on qualitative methods (Bryman & Bell p.11& 21; Graziano & 

Raulin, 2003, p.38).  

 

In line with the purpose of this study, a deductive approach will be used. The reason for this 

choice is that we are undertaking an examination process which requires empirical facts to 

establish and support our findings. Furthermore, our scientific philosophy is positivism and 

objective, the scientific approach will going to be deductive. 

 

2.6 Research Strategy 
 

Commonly in the scientific researches there are two different strategies which are 

quantitative and qualitative ones. The qualitative method explains constructively and it 

deals with exploratory and inductive approach. It represents the description of things made 

with deep narration using words in order to comprehend the research problem. This method 

is commonly used with inductive approach and interpretative epistemology. 

 

Bryman and Bell (2007) describe a quantitative research as one ―entailing the collection of 

data and as exhibiting a view of the relation ship between theory and research‖ (Bryman & 

Bell p.153 & 154). This strategy is used in some specific design of steps to begin in theory 

or hypothesis to be tested by making analysis of the collecting data to agree or disagree 

with the theory.  

 

The quantitative method represents the positivist approach and it involves confirmatory and 

deductive approach. This strategy relies on figures or numbers, facts to identify the causes 

and consequences through numerical analysis (Trochim, 2006). It also demands a deductive 

approach to the relationship between theory and research for testing of theories. It 

emphasizes of the view that social reality is external, objective reality and incorporation of the 

natural scientific model and of positivism in particular. 

 

To answer the research question of our study, we have chosen the quantitative research 

strategy since we are using numeric measures from the financial statements of each selected 

company to test the sustainability of the earnings. This strategy is also complementary to 

our epistemology of positivism which also goes with deduction approach. We believe that a 

quantitative or a quantifiable data will provide us with a systematic and standardized method 

for judging the results of the study without biasness. 

 

Therefore, quantitative research strategy is used in our study on specific LCCs airlines to 

see if they are building sustainable earnings, as it demands to use quantitative method to 

measure in a quantifiable manner using the financial  data objectively to test the 

sustainability of earnings. 
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2.7 Choice of secondary data 
 

It is possible to collect data from a variety of different sources for a research including 

secondary data sources. Fundamentally, secondary data embraces different sorts of 

literature which usually comprehend textbooks, journals, annual reports and online sources 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007, p.107-109). For this research, we have used all of the mentioned 

sources.  

 

Our search relevant literature of studied subject has been conducted using a number of 

databases containing useful evidence and information for our study. Internet and the World 

Wide Web are rapidly increasing in importance as sources of secondary evidence in 

business and management research (Remenyi et al., 1998, p.141).  

 

We have mainly used the databases accessible via the Umeå University‘s library. We have 

also used Google scholar and some more e-libraries. In order to get the best hit of 

significant literature in these databases we have used numerous keywords such as LCC, 

Ryanair, Norwegian, EasyJet, earnings, sustainable earning, earning quality, airlines, 

aviation, sustainability, financial performance, return on assts, Return on net operating 

asset, core activities, etc. 

 

For our empirical analysis purpose we have used secondary data. Secondary data is 

important in research, because it helps to decrease the subjectivity of primary data and to 

relate result to the reality in a relevant way. The sources of secondary data that we have 

used mainly are company reports such as annual financial statements. 

2.8 Criticism of Secondary data 
 

 In our study we use secondary data of each selected LCCs as it is presented in the practical 

method chapter. Using secondary data has both advantages and disadvantages. The main 

advantage of secondary data is the availability, save cost and time, high quality data, and 

etc. The data of the selected LCCs are easily available on their database for external users 

which supported us to save our time and cost. The data that we use is in standard formats 

and audited ones which assure the quality.   

 

The major disadvantage of secondary data, even if it would be gathered from reliable, 

original sources and be as recent as possible, it is still always gathered for other purposes 

than the research in question. In general, there are some limitations that deserve some 

attention; such as lack of familiarity with data, complexity of the data, no control over data 

quality and absence of key variables (Bryman and Bell, 2007, P.334-336).  

 

In our case, the data that we have used is familiar to our profession and academic 

background. The data is also already qualified by one of the big four audit firms, and of 

course the financial statements do not miss a needed variable to our analysis. These factors 

made easy to minimize the stated limitation of the secondary data. 
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY        

This chapter aims to provide a base of knowledge and a presentation of previous study 

relating to thesis topic. It deals briefly background of global airline industry, Deregulation 

and Liberalization of the Airline Industry, Low Cost Carrier (its model, Strategic 

Development, Risk factors, & Competition), Ratio Analysis (P/E & P/B), Sustainable 

earnings in detail and measuring sustainable earnings. Accordingly, some empirical study 

linked to the mentioned theories. 

 

3.1 Global Airline Industry Overview 
 

Travel and tourism is now the largest business industry in the world, and air transport plays 

a considerable role in the industry (Hanlon, 2007, P.1). According to Seristö, Airline 

business industry is part of a larger air transport industry, which includes aircraft 

manufacturers, airports, air traffic services, etc. (Seristö, 1993, p.68).   

 

Initially in 1919, air transport started in a little while after the First World War and it has 

begun to spread out after World War II. Although it creates ample of different type of job 

opportunities overall the world, it has been estimated a total of 29 million direct and 

indirect jobs as of 2005. Remarkably, air transport had been estimated for year 2004 to 

contribute US$ 2.96 trillion, approximately equivalent to 8 percent of world GDP (Hanlon, 

2007, p.1 & 2). 

 

Air transport has always been a high-growth business model. Only some business sectors 

have enjoyed such growth for such long period of time. Over the past 60 years it has been 

grown consistently. The period between 1945 and 2000, annual average increase of world 

passenger traffic rate by 12 percent per annum (Hanlon, 2007, p.3). According to OAG, the 

number of seats flown worldwide has raised to 234 million in 2009, which is 18% up 

compared to 2001 (OAG, 2010). 

 

Generally, air transport could not achieve a high rate of profitability, rather the opposite. 

Airline profit margins have been well below average compared with firms in other business 

sector, and especially, in recent years there have been some heavy bankrupt indeed. There 

were a number of reasons for these heavy bankrupt, mainly among them being declining 

revenue yields, increasing fuel costs, and excess capacity in the sector (Hanlon, 2007, p.5). 

 

However, after World War II, the sector was dominated by state-owned airlines, which is 

‗flag carriers‘, and the governments which owned them frequently subsidized and used 

them as instrument to promote their countries‘ status, power, and reputation. When 

government ownership has turned to private, driven by the deregulation of the sector, has 

increased efficiency in the companies, which would also take a financial burden from the 

governments (Seristö, 1993, p.121). 
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3.2 Deregulation and Liberalization of the Airline Industry: A key External 
factor for LCC 

3.2.1 Deregulation In world 
 

Micro economics reforms have significantly affected all industries including airline 

regulation both in developed and developing countries in 1980s and 1990s (Sinha, 2001, 

P.1). In USA the 1978 airline deregulation law was considered to be a land marking event 

due to fast action taken compared to the rest of world gradual actions including EU. 

 

In 1990s, Asian countries such as Japan, India, South Korea, Malaysia, and Thailand have 

liberalized the airline industry though it was far behind the North America and Oceania. In 

these countries air passengers has grown though it was highly dependent to the income 

level (Sinha, 2001, P.33). 

 

Therefore, regulations and deregulation of the airlines industry has been one of the key role 

players as an external factor for LCC. Both in USA and Europe the regulations have caused 

the emergence of this business model and the current regulations are affecting the 

sustainability of the earning s and the performance of the LCCs in general. 

3.2.2 In USA 
 

Civil Aeronautics Act that has passed in 1938 was the basis of regulation of airline industry 

until the other Act of Airline Deregulation has passed in USA. The regulation was for the 

benefit of public though the deregulation has more benefits by improving the quality of 

service and lower price, creating efficient airline size (Sinha, 2001, p.102). 

 

Deregulation has caused drop the airfare to up to 20% from 1976 to 1993, increased 

number of departures and non stop flights, increased use of hubs and spoke system, and 

caused entry of low fare airlines and some small communities are subsidized (Sinha, 

2001,P.121- 127). . 

3.2.3 In Europe 
 

Deregulation has come to EU later than USA and some other countries. Europe is very 

important part of the global airline industry both in terms of passenger number, airports and 

size of airline. Regulation on the airline industry of the Chicago convention of 1944 has 

effects such as less innovation, no price competition, and concentration in hub airports 

(Sinha, 2001, p.68). 

 

In the case of Europe, liberalization is a more appropriate term than deregulation and 

mainly related to the west Europe. Many countries, different languages and working 

systems, where some want to move fast towards liberalization and others to follow 

gradualism were challenges to liberalization (Sinha, 2001, P.71). 

 

The first package of liberalization came in to effect in January 1988 which opens market 

access, relaxes price controls and new competition rules and followed by the second one in 
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November 1990. The third liberalization package has started implementation in 1993 

January which came to be implemented fully in 1997 April. This third package has let 

access to all European economic area to all routes in. Captain and Sickles (1997) has put 

the five main effects of the liberalization (cited by Sinha, 2001) as; freedom to choose their 

own fare, allowed to add a domestic leg, flying from other country to another with out 

coming back home country, permission of domestic flights for non domestic airlines, and 

licensing includes capital adequacy and safety (Sinha, 2001, P, 73-74).  

 

Therefore, deregulation is connected to the emergence of LCC model as it has caused to 

Southwest airline in USA immediately after the deregulation and many other in EU after 

the liberalization. The liberalization has caused competition, end of monopoly, and 

improved efficiency. 

3.3 Low Cost Carrier  

3.3.1 Background 
 

The birth of business model LCC is associated to the deregulation and liberalization of 

airlines industry in USA, Europe and other parts of the world. This model is basically 

associated by low cost of the service compared to the traditional (full cost) airline. Though 

there is no clear definition of the term LCC, most literatures use words such as no-frills, 

discount or budget airlines in relation to describe the model. However, according to, Zwan 

(2006), LCC is 

―…a carrier, which operates according to a low-cost model that is characterized by 

cheap tickets, which are made possible by reduction of costs for complexity.‖ 

The LCC-Europe has also referred to the definition of ETN (European Travel Network) for 

LCC as ―an airline that at least 75 percent of their seats are sold at their lowest published 

fares‖ (Zwan, 2006).  

3.3.2 Low-cost model  

The first LCC that was implemented in USA according to, Fojt (2006) was comprised of 

low fares, high frequency flights, point to point service, no free meals or drinks on board, 

no seat assignment, short flights, and flights to secondary airports. This approach helped 

the LCCs to be competitive in the industry aliening with the strategies of cost minimization, 

service differentiation, and being focused to a certain segment of the market (Fojt, 2006, 

p.18). 
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O‘Connell and Williams  (2005) have summarized the basic difference between the LCC 

and Full service carriers in the table below. 

Table 3.1 Differences between low-cost and full-service carriers 

Characteristic Low-cost carrier Full-service carrier 

Brand One brand: low pricing Extended brand: price and service 

Price Simple pricing structure Complex pricing structure 

Distribution Internet, direct booking Internet, direct, and travel organization 

Checking in No ticket No ticket, IATA ticket contract 

Airport Mostly secondary Primary 

Network Point-to-point Hub-and-spoke 

Classes One class Multiple classes 

During flight Unbundling (pay for 'extras') Bundling (free 'extras') 

Aircraft usage Very intensive Average - intensive 

Aircraft type One type Multiple types 

Turnaround times 25 minutes Slow: congestion/work 

Product One product Multiple integrated products 

Secondary revenue Advertisement, onboard selling Focused on primary product 

Seating Tight, no reservations Flexible, reservations 

Customer service Overall bad Reliable service 

Operational activities Outsourcing (focused on flying) Extending (maintenance, cargo) 

Target group Mostly tourists Tourist and business 

Source: O’Connell and Williams  (2005) 

 

3.3.3 Strategic Development of LCC 
 

In the beginning 

The first successful low-cost carrier in USA was Southwest Airlines which began service in 

1971 and has been profitable every year since 1973. The airline proved the viability of low 

cost flights which is now the biggest airline in the USA and the second biggest airline in the 

world in terms of passengers carried each year (Jiang, 2007, p.431). 

To obtain these cost-reductions and build the new model, Southwest operated in focusing 

on short distance point-to-point flights rather than flying according to a hub-and-spoke 

system. It also started to fly with only one class, which a reduced service (Zwan, 2006).  

In EU 

The beginning of low-cost carriers in Europe in the ‗90s is related to the continued 

deregulation of the airspace in the European Union. Ryanair and EasyJet continued 

http://www.jvdz.net/links-lit.html
http://www.jvdz.net/links-lit.html
http://www.jvdz.net/links-lit.html
http://www.jvdz.net/links-lit.html
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building on the Southwest low-cost model. They copied their efficient operating model, and 

stopped to give any service at all instead of offering reduced services during a flight (Zwan, 

2006). 

 

 

Finally 

The rest of the world has also adopted this business model afterwards. Locations such as 

Eastern Europe are one of the high penetration areas by it. South Pacific countries such as 

Australia and New Zealand have already started to challenge the traditional service by 

LCCs model since the beginning of the 21
st
 century. In many parts of Asia including 

Malaysia, India, Japan, South Korea have already started to exercise in the LCC model 

(Harbison & McDermott, 2009, p. 71- 75). 

3.3.4 Risk factors of the LCCs  
 

There could be several ways of considering and classifying risks. Here we have listed the 

most important and common risks associated risk factors for the LCC models based on the 

reports from the airlines.  

 

Changes in fuel costs and fuel availability: Jet fuel costs fluctuate due to several economic 

and political factors and other events that occur throughout the world. Such fluctuations are 

neither controllable nor accurately predictable by individual LCC (Ryanair, 2009, p.6). 

Although fuel cost fluctuations affect the industry as a whole the effect of increase will 

have higher impact on the LCCs since the model strives to keep costs low.  

 

Terrorism caused authorities to introduce and increase security measures, which resulted in 

all passengers being body-searched, and a ban on the transportation in carry-on baggage of 

certain items which also led to passengers suffering severe delays. During the incident 

several flights were cancelled (Ryanair, 2009, p.7). Such tight securities affect LCCs as 

they are commonly providing service from point to point and with high frequency as a 

business model. 

 

Competitive Environment- LCCs operates in a highly competitive marketplace, with a 

number of new entrants, traditional airlines, and charter airlines competing throughout the 

route network. The EU-USA Open Skies Agreement, that allows USA carriers to offer 

services in the intra-EU market, will also result in increased competition (Ryanair, 2009 

p.8).  

 

According to Global LCC survey costs of acquiring new aircraft is also increasing which 

would negatively impact LCCs‘ ability to keep the costs low (Harbison & McDermott, 

2009, p.138). As LCCs business strategy can not be segregated from keeping costs lower, 

such increased costs affect by escalating the operating costs.  

 

Dependency on Internet and such technologies for reservations operations is a risk for 

LCCs, while its use is announced elimination of airport check-in facilities (Easy Jet, 2009, 

p.29). One of the strategies of LCCs to keep human cost low is to revolutionizing sales 
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distribution channels, through the internet, compared to the traditional carriers (Kalappa, 

2010, p.1). 
 

Economic conditions causing high unemployment rates, constrained credit markets and 

increased business operating costs lead to reduced spending by both entertainment and 

business passengers which would imply risk for LCCs (Norwegian, 2009, p.16).  

 

While the introduction of government taxes on travel could damage an airlines ability to 

grow by decrease travel appetite any significant outbreak of any airborne disease, including 

swine flu or foot-and-mouth disease, could damage the business like to be for the whole 

industry (Ryanair, 2009, p.13).  

 

Regulatory intervention by EU on passenger compensation could significantly increase 

related costs to be paid for passengers who have been denied boarding on a flight for which 

they hold a valid ticket (Easy Jet, 2009, p.29). This compensation payment is more 

sensitive as the LCCs are expected to pay similar amount with the traditional carriers where 

they can‘t lower like other costs in the business model. EU regulation on emissions trading 

could also increase costs as well.  

 

LCCs face the risk of loss and liability to potential catastrophic losses that may be incurred 

in the event of an aircraft accident. This model is also exposed for all types of financial 

risks like any other multinational business (Norwegian, 2009, p.28-29). 

3.3.5 Competition 
 

Before deregulation there was no practical competition in the airline business industry 

(Borenstein, 1992, p.52). However, in a fully privatized airlines business market, in which 

airlines are free to operate any route they wish, departing passengers may have the 

opportunity to choose between multiple departures airports in a large city (Pels, Nijkamp 

and Rietveld, 2000, p.29). 

 

Deregulation intended to motivate the entry of new airlines, expanded service by existing 

airlines, lower fares, better service, and greater efficiency. Economic theory suggested that, 

deregulation would increase competition in the long run, thereby reducing costs and fares 

on average and changing service. The purpose of increasing competition is to make the 

industry more efficient and productive, which give the freedom of the potential competitors 

to enter a market, and expected to provide an incentive to greater efficiency and keep low 

the cost. Lower fares, which is due to removing route and fare regulation for most 

passengers have the opportunity to pay lower fares to their trip (U.S General Accounting 

Office, 1984, p.3-5). After the emergent of LCC and entering the market it increases the 

airline industry competition in general. 

 

Low cost carriers have entered into the market and created the competitive environment 

after liberalization and have played significant role in the world‘s domestic passenger 

markets, which had previously been largely controlled by full cost carriers. In Europe, 14% 

of available seat were provided by low cost airlines, with the two dominant players‘ easyJet 

and Ryanair constitute around 9%. These carriers have followed simplicity, efficiency, 
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productivity and high exploitation of assets to give service with low fares (O‘Connell & 

Williams, 2005, P.261). 

 

According to the pioneer Europe‘s LCCs airline, Ryanair 2009 report, they charge lowest 

fare in every market customers (Ryanair, 2009, P.6). One of the major tools of any business 

industry competition is the price charge from their customer. The report states that in 2009 

they charge average price of £40 per trip, however, British airways charge from their 

travelers £284 per trip (Ryanair, 2009, P.6). This is due to higher oil price which was the 

direct impact of the charged price. The majority of Europe‘s flag carriers increase the cost 

directly when the oil price increases but not in the case of Ryanair. Europe‘s big three 

compared to Ryanair summarized table as follows: 

 

Table 3.2 Europe‘s big three can‘t compete with Ryanair 

 

Airline 

 

Fuel Surcharge Average cost charge 

Ryanair £0 £40 

Air France £26 £267 

Lufthansa £24 £283 

British Airways £12 £284 

   

 Source: Ryanair 2009 annual report & modified by Authors. 

 

3.4 Ratio Analysis 

3.4.1 Price-Earnings Ratio - P/E Ratio 
 

P/E, also sometimes known as "price multiple" or "earnings multiple" is a ratio of a 

company used to compare current share price to its earnings per share (Penman, 2007, P. 

49). 

P/E can be calculated as: 

 
  

As share price anticipates future earnings, the higher the P/E ratio is the higher the 

expectation of future earnings than the current earnings and if the P/E is lower there is an 

expectation of lower earnings compared to current earnings. Therefore, the P/E ratio prices 

the earning growth (Penman 2007, p 193-194). P/E ratio is described as indications future 

growth in earnings (Penman, 1996, p.237).  

 

There are ways to minimize the miss-guidance of higher P/E ratio just by only one time 

earnings in the ratio consideration. One way is by dividing the market value of the equity 

by earnings before unusual items are added in the earnings of the period. In addition to this, 

there are trailing PE (which is taking the denominator as the most recent annual earrings), 

Rolling P/E (which is taking the denominator as sum of EPS for most recent four quarters), 
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and forward P/E (which is taking the denominator as the forecast of next years EPS growth 

(Penman, 2007, p. 79).  

3.4.2 Price-to-book ratio 
 

The price-book-ratio is used to compare stock‘s market value to shareholders equity (which 

is assets less liabilities and intangibles). The price-to-book ratio is determined by 

anticipated earnings that have not yet been recorded to book value, where the higher 

anticipated earnings relative to book value of the firm has, the higher the P/B ratio will be 

(Penman, 2007,P.193). 

 

 P/B is also a gauge of future return on equity (Penman, 1996, p.237). For a  firm having a 

lower P/B ratio an investor can assume that the stock is undervalued in the market and they 

expect  to be rewarded for paying lower price for the asset value.  It could also mean that 

basically there is something wrong in the firm future that the inventors are not willing to 

pay higher price compared to book value (O‘Shaughnessy, 2005, p.91). 

 

P/B can be calculated as: 

 

 
 

This P/B ratio also gives hint of whether you're paying too much for what would be left 

since it is believed not to be manipulated easily like P/E by the skills of chief financial 

officers; hence P/B is the final liquidating value per share. The denominator of this ratio is 

the left over claim of the owner in the time of bankruptcy (O‘Shaughnessy, 2005, p.91). 

3.5 Sustainable earnings  

3. 5.1 Earnings 
 

According to IFRS cited by Epstein and Jermakowicz, (2008), "Income is increases in 

economic benefits during the accounting period in the form of inflows or enhancements of 

assets or decreases of liabilities that result in increases in equity, other than those relating to 

contributions from equity participants"(Epstein and Jermakowicz, 2008, p.87). In a pro 

forma income statement of IFRS we may see earnings more than once before tax, interest 

and depreciation. But our interest is the bottom line in the income statement which is some 

times called as Income or Net Income which is the amount of profit that a 

company produces during a fiscal period, which is usually a year.  

  

The Investopedia dictionary also states earning as a profit of certain amount any firm 

generates in a given specific period, which could be a quarter or a year. This profit known 

as earnings usually is the after-tax net income. Since an earning is about the profitability 

and success of a business, it is the main determinant of the value of a share in the market 

(Investopedia, 2010). 
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Investopedia explains earnings also as the single most important and studied value during 

financial statements analysis since it can indicate a company's profitability. Periodic 

earnings in general are compared to analyst estimates and guidance provided by the 

business itself. Stock prices of a business reflect that if a company has met the forecasted 

earnings are achieved or not by dropping in price when the performance is below 

expectation and vice versa (Investopedia, 2010).  

3. 5.2 Sustainable earnings 
 

Sustainability of earnings is the major component of one‘s investing future. Evaluating 

company for investment purposes is not an easy task. Often, investors will use valuation 

ratios, such as the price-earnings (P/E) ratio, and compare them with similar companies to 

determine if the share price is relatively cheap or expensive. In addition to, ratios like the 

P/E, investors should look at the sustainability of the company's earnings. A company that 

reports abnormal high earnings in one period may see the price of their stock will rise along 

with their P/E ratio. So, to know the sustainability of earnings one can conduct extensive 

and detailed valuation of the company, by analyzing the sustainability of earnings, and 

investors can get an indication of how earnings will behave in the future (Nguyen, 2010). 

 

The concept of sustainable earning was also defined by Dodd and Favaro (2007), by 

aligning with the past and the future investment of a business as: 

 

‘‘Sustainable earnings are the common bond between short-term performance and 

long term performance. Sustainable earnings are neither borrowed from the future 

by cutting necessary long-term investment, nor are they borrowed from the past by 

clinging to a business that's past its time‘‘ (Dodd and Favaro, 2007, p. xiii). 

 

The common link that can resolve the tension between today and tomorrow is a high 

proportion of sustainable earnings. These earnings are not influenced by borrowing or 

lending between timeframes. For example, firms can borrow earnings from the future by 

cutting investment or postponing maintenance. Similarly, earnings may be borrowed from 

the past by squeezing more performance out of a business model that is obsolete (Dodd and 

Favaro, 2007, p.84). 

 

Sustainable earnings according to Penman (2009) is,  

 

―Earnings that can repeat in the future, and grow are sustainable earnings, persistent 

earnings, core earnings, or underlying earnings‘‘.  

 

It is the base for firm growth, composed of operating income from the business and net 

financing expenses. It is current earnings that are likely to be maintained in the future 

compared with transitory earnings (Penman, 2007, p.394). Reported earnings that include 

the after-tax effects of all material items of unusual revenue or gain and expense or loss 

removed (Financial Term, 2010). 

 

Sometimes sustainable earnings are known as core earnings which are generated by the 

core business operating activities. These core activities are basis of durable competitive 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/price-earningsratio.asp
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advantage for the company. On the other hand, a company‘s financial statement consists of 

transitory earnings/unusual items. This category includes items that will not be repeated in 

the future as well as items that appear each period but can‘t be forecasted. Currency gains 

and losses, and gains and losses from derivatives trading for an industrial firm are among 

the major unusual items (Penman, 2009, p.394-396). 

 

Sustainable (or persistent) earnings, according to Richardson (2003), are defined as quality 

of earnings, which is the extent of reported earnings consistent/sustained over time. If a 

firm has earnings that are more persistent, then a firm is viewed as higher quality earnings 

(Richardson, 2003, P.49). The quality of earnings can be evaluated by focusing on the 

earning persistence; high quality earnings are more sustainable and useful in the process of 

decision making for investors (Abdelghany, 2005, p.1002). Financial statements of a 

company are one of the basic tools to provide the required information. 

 

Financial statement gives some help in identifying sustainable/persistent earnings with the 

non-sustainable earnings. In some countries that use GAAP as reporting standards like U.S, 

extraordinary items and discontinued operations are reported on a separate line, and some 

transitory gains and losses are differentiated simply by looking the category of ―other 

comprehensive income.‖ The other ways of distinguishing sustainable earning with the 

transitory earning is by thorough reading of financial statement footnotes and we can 

discover other one-time items such as, gains and losses from assets sales, restructuring 

charges, reversals of restructuring charges, asset write-downs and impairments, currency 

gains and losses, and changes in estimates included in pension expense. The investors could 

have confidence to identify these items as unsustainable items (Penman & Zhang, 2002, P.1 

& 2). 

 

Furthermore, investors can also use share price and stability of earnings as another criteria 

for their investment decisions. According to, Ortega & Grant (2003), cited by Abdelghany 

(2005), firms can maximize the share price by reducing the instability of their earnings; it 

has believed that for several years. Because a highly instable earning pattern indicates risk, 

such risky stocks will lose value compared to stocks with more stable earnings patterns. As 

a result, firms have incentives to manage earnings to help achieve a smooth and growing 

earnings stream (Abdelghany, 2005, p.1004). 

 

Age of a firm may have an effect on earnings quality. More established and mature firms 

are likely to have developed more concrete business operations offering increased earnings 

constancy and repeatability. Corporate management of older firms is likely to give an 

emphasis on stable good quality earnings. In contrast, younger firms will give emphasis on 

a high growth oriented with an increased incentive to seek future equity financing. 

Corporate management of younger firms will have a greater incentive to report fast 

earnings growth (AFAANZ, 2008, p.8). 
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3. 5.3 Issues in identifying sustainable operating income 
 

In the analysis and investigation of sustainable income sources, some particular areas of a 

financial statement need special attention. According to Penman (2007) here are the points 

discussed as follows: 

 

Deferred (unearned) revenue-Companies recognize revenue in general speaking is, when 

goods are delivered and services are rendered. Revenue from the contract is deferred 

(unearned) revenue. Estimates are involved so firms can be aggressive, which is recording 

too much revenue to the current financial statement or conservative, which is deferring too 

much to the future. In both cases it has an impact on the sustainability of earnings (Penman, 

2009, P.398). To make earnings sustainable the company use matching principle of 

accounting, which is to prorate the earnings and record in the appropriate period. 

 

 Restructuring charges, asset impairments, and special charges-Restructuring charges and 

asset impairments must be handled with care, because their effects may not be for one time. 

If a firm writes down fixed assets, consequently future depreciation will be lower. Future 

cost of goods sold will be lower, when firms write down inventory. As a result, firms have 

higher future core income (Penman, 2009, P.399).  

 

Research and development-Temporary decline of R&D expenditure is an increase in 

current earning; however it may decrease future earnings. Therefore, the firm should 

investigate whether the change is temporary, the expenditure should be categorized under 

unusual expenses, or permanent then can be included in the persistent expenditure.  

 

Advertising-Companies advertising expenditure would be a reasonable constant percentage 

of sales. But if any fluctuation of the expenditure exists, the analyst should be sensitive to a 

change in the advertizing-to-sales ratio. 

 

Pension expense is usually reported under operating expense though we have to see each 

part of pension separately. 

 Service cost is the present value of future pension obligation to employees. 

 Interest cost is the amount of the time value cost of the pensions to be paid as the 

time gets closer for payment for employees. 

 Expected return on plan assets for the employees is deducted from the pension 

expense. 

 Amortization of prior service cost during plan changes should be distributed over 

the remaining service years of the employee. 

 Amortization of transition asset or liability initial pension and liabilities should be 

amortized 

 Actuarial gains and losses should be considered as the gain or loss arises due to 

actuarial change in the employees turnover and service years. 

  

Charges in estimates of bad debts, warranty expenses depreciation and accrued expenses 

could be varied. This difference, which is normally adjusted in the next period, should be 

under the unusual items. 
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Realized gains and losses from sources such as sale of assets should be traced from cash 

flow statement to eliminate it from core income. Unrealized gains and losses could arise 

from change in the value of equity holding in other company as a minority in a ―random 

walk‖ pattern which is difficult to predict in the future. Thus it should be considered as 

transitory item. Unrealized gains and losses from applying fair value accounting should be 

considered as a transitory except the time it is used to offset a core income. Income taxes-

there could be one time tax credits and loss of carried forward losses in the financial 

statements which should be excluded from the core activities. Other income- usually 

accompanied with foot note should be considered for analysis (Penman, 2007, P.398-403). 

3. 5.4 Identifying Quality of earnings 
 

The quality of corporate earnings is a much better measure of future earnings performance. 

If firms have high-quality earnings, typically generate above-average P/E multiples. They 

are also, likely to outperform the market for a longer time and a high-quality earnings give 

investors a good reason to pay more (McClure, 2010). 

 

Investors can identify a firm with quality earnings by analyzing the financial reports of the 

company and they should investigate the repeatable earnings, the controllable earnings and 

the bankable earnings of the company.   

 

Repeatable Earnings-Earrings can be generated and dividends can be paid for share holders 

even in an economic down season by selling some assets. How ever such earnings can not 

be repeated since once sold, assets cannot be sold again to produce more earnings. How 

ever, sales growth and cost cutting are repeatable and sources of high-quality earnings 

because sales growth usually followed by another sales growth from period to period and 

similarly, costs, once reduced, could stay there. Therefore, investors prefer repeatable and 

fairly predictable earnings that come from sales and cost reductions (McClure, 2010). 

 

Controllable Earnings-Companies do not control all factors affecting earnings such as 

exchange rates and inflation. Multinational companies which are forced to translate one 

currency in to other could be exposed for forced gain or loss due to change in exchange 

rate. Inflation can also give companies short profits from the sale of inventory at prices 

increased by inflation. Other cases that can not be controlled are inputs price such as in jet 

fuel prices that for example, can improve airline industry profits, changes in the weather 

can boost earnings or cause loss. The Icelandic volcanic ash has tremendously decreased 

the operation and revenue of several airlines in Europe while can cause extra earnings for 

Euro star and other land transportations. Highest-quality earnings however should come 

from controllable earnings and core activities (McClure, 2010). 

 

Bankable Earnings-Most companies, enter sales as revenues though the amount of the sale 

has not deposited to the bank and of course there could be a chance that customers can 

cancel or refuse to pay and it creates uncertainties, which lowers earnings quality. 

Therefore, it should be assured that a company is taking its earnings to the bank for earning 

quality consideration (McClure, 2010).  

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/price-earningsratio.asp
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3. 5.5 Measuring sustainable earnings  
 

Earnings of a business are from operating and financing income, where the financing 

components of earnings are dependent on the amount of debt reported and the borrowing 

cost. However, the sustainability of the earnings mainly depends on the operating income. 

 

In measuring the sustainability of operating income, we have to adjust for changes in 

income arising from changes in investment, since it depends on the new investments on 

assets. 

 

In our study we used the measurement of sustainability of the earnings depend on scholars 

who are specialized on the field, Penman & Zhang (2002) preferred to follow their pattern 

as summarized below.   

 

Penman & Zhang (2002) suggests that to calculate the growth of operating income for a 

company for any year t, we can use the formula;  

 

 OIt+1 = OIt + RNOAt+1٠NOAt – RNOAt٠NOAt-1,  

 

Where, OIt+1   is Current year operating income 

 OIt  is prior year operating income ending 

 RNOA t+1  Return on Net operating Asset for current year 

 NOAt  Net Operating asset for prior year ending 

 RNOAt return on Net operating Asset for prior year ending 

 NOAt-1  Net Operating Asset for prior year beginning 

RNOAt  = OIt/NOAt-1, 

RNOAt+1  =OIt+1/NOAt 

 

If OI for current year (0) is sustainable, it is expected in the future to earn at the same rate 

as current RNOA and we can forecast for all future periods, operating income is forecasted 

as: 

 

OIt+1 = OIt + RNOA0٠ΔNOAt,  
 

 Where RNOA0  the RNOA for the current year 

 ΔNOAt  = NOAt – NOAt-1  

  ΔNOAt change in net operating Asset 

 

When we are indicating ΔRNOA just only one year ahead (not for longer future), expected 

operating income can be précised to; 

 

OI1 = OI0 + RNOA0٠ΔNOA0 

 

If increases in net operating assets, which can be observed in the comparative balance 

sheet, are the only reason for the increase in income, then current income is sustainable. But 

income could be unsustainable if ΔRNOA1 = RNOA1 – RNOA0 is different from zero.  So 

identifying the current change in return on net operating assets (ΔRNOA) is the most 
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important part of the modeling. For example, if there is no operating income, operating 

assets, or operating liabilities exist, the clean surplus relation for operating activities holds: 

 

OI0 = Free Cash Flow0 + ΔNOA0. 

 

The interaction of NOA0 and RNOA0, i.e. RNOA0٠ΔNOA0, in accounting modeling is a 

choice to yield sustainable income. And, for a given free cash flow, income is made 

unsustainable by the measurement of ΔNOA0 (Penman & Zhang, 2002, P.7-9).   

So, our analysis brings a focus to the reformulated comparative financial statements of each 

company in the empirical chapter. 
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4 PRACTICAL METHOD 

 

This part will explain how we select the companies, how we collect and access data and it 

will put a clear method of processing and analyzing data. 

4.1 Selection criteria 
 

Practically for our study purpose, we have selected three LCCs that fit our study purpose by 

representing the model in Europe which are taken from the European Low Fair Airlines 

Association (ELFAA). This association includes 11 member airlines as of April 2010 

including the major LCC airlines in Europe such as Ryanair, EasyJet, bmibaby, Sverige 

Flyg and etc. The association also provides current statistics and other relevant information 

about the member airlines and other airlines as well. The reports and the statistics are 

usable and available for external users purpose. The selection of individual LCC is based 

on convenience selection for our research purpose since we believe Ryanair, EasyJet and 

Norwegia air Shuttle represent the ELFAA fairly and reasonably as presented below.  

 

The three LCCs, we will be investigating (Ryanair, EasyJet and Norwegian Air Shuttle) in 

ths study  provide service for more than half of the air carrier service the three together 

from the LCCS in Europe in terms of passenger volume.  For example, in 2009 in terms of 

passenger number, Ryanair, EasyJet and Norwegian Air Shuttle constitute 28.67%, 22.1% 

and 6.23% respectively, which will sum more than half of the total passenger numbers of 

transported by ELFAA member airlines (ELFAA, 2009). This data can also be compared 

by the market share of the total seats number as studied by Dobruszkes (2006), as it is more 

than 60% of the LCC seats offered in Europe (Dobruszkes, 2006, p. 253).  

 

 As we proceed to examine the sustainable earnings building capacity of the LCC model in 

Europe it is very important to consider Ryanair which is considered as a beginner of the 

model in Europe by many researchers who have studied the field. This airline is not only 

the beginner of the model, but it is still the leading LCC in passenger number, number of 

routes, annual revenue, destinations, asset size and other considerable factors. As the 

market share of Ryanair is huge, it was observed (took attention) during the current 

Icelandic ash catastrophe and the compensation for passengers. 

 

Easyjet is the second largest LCCs in Europe following Ryanair. It is not only selected 

merely its second position. But we have strongly believed that the sum of the two airlines 

(Ryanair and EasyJet) will represent the 50% of the total market share of the LCC in 

Europe (please see the second paragraph of this section for the percentage market share). In 

addition to theses two airlines, Norwegian air shuttle is also a member of ELFAA. After 

taking the two giants of LCC, we have decided to consider young and geographical 

distanced airline. It was possible to consider some other big LCCs in Europe, but taking 

only the big ones might not be the best way to represent the model and we wanted to be 

consistent to base on the database of ELFAA for comparative figures.  
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These three airlines are also considered in the research due to the easy data access that we 

need for our analysis. All financial and other reports are available for any one in a clear and 

standard manner. Another point that we have considered is that all the three airlines are 

listed companies for public trade. It will be interesting for us and readers to consider 

Norwegian Air Shuttle as it is relevant in terms of its location as it serves from Nordic part 

of Europe as our study is taking place in Umeå. Therefore, we believe the criteria we set 

will make the selected airlines represent the model. 

4.2 Data Collection and Access 
 

For our empirical analysis purpose we have used secondary data. Secondary data is 

important in research, because it helps to decrease the subjectivity of primary data and to 

relate result to the reality in a relevant way.  

 

The sources of secondary data that we have used mainly are company reports such as 

annual reports and financial statements. We consider the companies‘ annual financial 

reports and their earnings for years from 2005 to 2009. The reports used in the analysis are 

from their official home web page. The reports are archived and filed in chronological 

order for external users. In addition to individual company reports and data, we have used 

data from Yahoo Finance to get the market index of S&P 500 historic prices for the 

analyzed periods for the purpose of risk measurement using beta. 

 

We use reports and relevant information for the purpose of distinguishing persistent and 

transitory earnings of the selected sample LCCs, and test whether this model has 

sustainable earnings or not, based on the Penman method.   

 

We have extracted all financial statements for the relevant years from each airline and 

summarized in a suitable way for our investigation of sustainable earnings. These financial 

statements are down loaded directly in to the pdf format and no amendment is made to the 

original one.  

 

We have used a public data that is accessible for any researcher to extract and use. Thus, 

we have not encountered any gatekeepers or other data accessing alternatives since not 

needed and we didn‘t make any personal contact with companies. We believe the reports 

are audited and reliable and not influenced by any one for any purpose. 

4.3 Data processing and analyzing 
 

Our data is processed in the manner that to identify sustainable earning sources of the 

companies by using reformulation of their financial statements. Reformulation of financial 

statements mainly involves the balance sheet and the income statement of each company. 

From the balance sheet, assets are categorized into operating assets and financial assets, 

while liabilities are categorized into operating liabilities and financial obligation. From the 

income statement, revenues and expenses are categorized into normal (core) and unusual 

items. 
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Based on companies‘ financial statements and review existing theories to test earnings 

sustainability of the selected airlines, the following hypothesis is stated by the authors: 

 

 If RNOA from year to year is constant, then the earnings will be sustainable, which 

is ∆RNOA = 0. 

 

 OR 

 

 If RNOA has fluctuated significantly from year to year, then the earnings will not 

be sustainable, which means ∆RNOA ≠ 0. 

 

  

Therefore, financial statement reformulation and sustainable earnings measurement tool 

which is the financial ratios will help us to test the hypothesis of the selected airlines.  
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5  EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

The chapter presents short background of the studied airlines, reformulated financial 

statements and data relevant for the analysis part are presented in graphs and tables. 

5.1 Ryanair 
 

Ryanair is a leading LCC model adopter in Europe. It has the specialties from the 

traditional full cost airline in its low fares, high frequency flights,  point to point service,  

no free meals or drinks on board,  no seat assignment,  short flights  and  flights to 

secondary airports as the models description in the third chapter for LCC as several 

literatures dictates so.  Such strategies help companies to be companies can adopt to gain 

competitive advantage in cost leadership, differentiation, focus.  

 

The performance of Ryanair looks growing and expanding in the past years with ups down 

due to some definable reasons. To examine in terms of key performance measures in the 

industry see the table below summarized. 

 

Table 5.1 Key performance Indicators of Ryanair 

 
2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Total operating revenues 2 941 965         2 713 822         2 236 895    1 692 530    1 319 037    1 074 224    

Operating  income 92 631,00        537 080,00      471 745,000    375 046,00      340 738,00      251 287,00      

Margine 0,03                   0,20                   0,21              0,22              0,26              0,23              

Capital 2 425 061,00   2 502 194,00   2 539 773,00   1 991 985,00   1 727 411,00   1 455 288,00   

Passanger No. 65.3m 57.7m 79m 40.5m 27.5m NA

Routes 1 000                 794                    606                  440                  211                  NA

No. Of air crafts 169                    148                  120                  79                    NA

Employees 7 200                 5 986                 5 000               3 500               2 200               NA  
 

Source: Ryanair Annual Report, ELFAA & Authors calculation 

NA
1
 

 

Although these indicators are not the absolute measures of sustainable earnings, they can be 

the key informants about the success and the direction of the company.  

Ryan air and its success, is also commonly associated with the CEO, Michael O‘Leary. 

Since leadership and brand personification are important tool in marketing, as sometimes 

the brands and the persons are the same in the cases such as Walt Disney, Oprah Winfrey, 

O‘Leary is part of Ryan air‘s growth. Like it is the case for EasyJet led by Stelios Haji-

Ioannou, for Ryanair it is Michael O‘Leary who has made quite a name for himself both for 

squeezing as much revenue as he can from the customer. 

Here are some empirical figures for Ryan air core activities and sustainable activities 

measurement, which the reformulated financial statements used to valuate companies 

sustainable and transitory earnings. 

                                                 
1
 Not available. 
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Items Description 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Core Operating Items   

Scheduled revenues 2 343 868 2 225 692 1 874 791 1 433 377 1 128 116 924 566

Ancillary revenues 598 097 488 130 362 104 259 153 190 921 149 658

Total operating revenues 2 941 965 2 713 822 2 236 895 1 692 530 1 319 037 1 074 224

Operating Expenses

Staff costs -309 296 -285 343 -226 580 -171 412 -141 673 -123 624

Depreciation -256 117 -175 949 -143 503 -124 405 -110 357 -101 391

Fuel and oil -1 257 062 -791 327 -693 331 -462 466 -265 276 0

Maintenance  materials and repairs -66 811 -56 709 -42 046 -37 417 -26 280 0

Marketing and distribution costs -12 753 -17 168 -23 795 -13 912 -19 622 0

Aircraft -78 209 -72 670 -58 183 -47 376 -21 546 0

Route charges -286 559 -259 280 -199 240 -164 577 -135 672 0

Airport and handling charges -443 387 -396 326 -273 613 -216 301 -178 384 0

Other -139 140 -121 970 -104 859 -79 618 -79 489 -597 922

Operating Expenses Toatal -2 849 334 -2 176 742 -1 765 150 -1 317 484 -978 299 -822 937

OI 92 631 537 080 471 745 375 046 340 738 251 287

Unusual items

Loss on impairment -222 537 -91 569 0 0 0 -2 342

Gain on disposal 0 12 153 91 815 47 -9

UOI -222 537 -79 416 91 815 47 -2 351

Comprehensive Operating Income -129 906 457 664 471 836 375 861 340 785 248 936

Financing Activity

Finance income 75 522 83 957 62 983 38 219 28 342 23 891

Finance expense -130 544 -97 088 -82 876 -73 958 -57 629 -47 564

Net financing -55 022 -13 131 -19 893 -35 739 -29 287 -23 673

Unusual finacing items

Foreign exchange (losses) 4 441 -5 606 -906 -1 234 -2 302 3 217

Comprehensive Financing Income -50 581 -18 737 -20 799 -36 973 -31 589 -20 456

Total profit for the year -180 487 438 927 451 037 338 888 309 196 228 480

Table 5.2 Reformulated Income statements for Ryanair (in € thousands)

 
 

Source: Ryanair Annual Report & Authors calculation 
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Table 5.3 Core operating Income of Ryanair for the period from 2004 to 2009 
 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Operating Income 251287 340738 375046 471745 537080 92631 

 

Source: Ryanair Annual Report and authors‘ calculation 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Core operating income of Ryanair for the period from 2004 to 2009
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2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Property, plant and equipment 3 644 824    3 582 126    2 901 505    2 532 988    2 092 283    1 576 526    
Intangible assets 46 841         46 841         46 841         46 841         30 449         44 499         
Inventories 2 075          1 997          2 420          3 422          28 069         26 440         
Other assets 91 053         169 580       132 697       29 453         24 612         19 251         
Trade receivables 41 791         34 178         23 412         29 909         20 644         14 932         
Restricted cash 291 601       292 431       258 808       204 040       
Cash and cash equivalents 1 583 194    1 470 849    1 346 419    1 439 004    1 613 643    1 257 350    
Total operating Asset 5 701 379  5 598 002  4 712 102  4 285 657  3 809 700  2 938 998  

Operating Liablities

Trade payables 132 671       129 289       127 243       79 283         
Accrued expenses and other liabilities 905 715       919 349       807 136       570 614       92 118         67 936         
Current tax 425             -               20 822         15 247         436 187       338 208       
Provisions 71 964         44 810         28 719         16 722         112 745       94 192         
Deferred tax 155 524       148 088       151 032       127 260       
Total operating Liabilities 1 266 299  1 241 536  1 134 952  809 126     641 050     500 336     

NOA 4 435 080  4 356 466  3 577 150  3 476 531  3 168 650  2 438 662  

Financial assets

Available for sale financial assets 93 150         311 462       406 075       -               
Current tax -               1 585          
Derivative financial instruments 129 962       10 228         -               763             
Financial assets: cash > 3 months 403 401       406 274       592 774       328 927       
Derivative financial instruments 59 970         -               52 736         18 872         
Total Financial Assets 686 483     729 549     1 051 585  348 562     -             -             

Financial Obligations

Current maturities of debt 202 941       366 801       178 918       153 311       120 997       80 337         
Short term borrowings 7 938          345             
Derivative financial instruments 137 439       141 711       56 053         27 417         
Derivative financial instruments 54 074         75 685         58 666         81 897         
Other creditors 106 549       99 930         112 177       46 066         18 444         30 047         
Non-current maturities of debt 2 195 499    1 899 694    1 683 148    1 524 417    1 293 860    872 645       
Total financial obligations 2 696 502  2 583 821  2 088 962  1 833 108  1 441 239  983 374     

NFO/NFA 2 010 019 - 1 854 272 - 1 037 377 - 1 484 546 - 1 441 239 - 983 374 -    
CSE 2 425 061  2 502 194  2 539 773  1 991 985  1 727 411  1 455 288  

Table 5.4  Reformulated Balance sheet for Ryanair (in € thousands)

 
 

 Source: Ryanair Annual Report & Authors calculation
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

RNOA 10% 11% 11% 13% 12% 2%

∆RNOA NA 0% 0% 2% -1% -10%

Table 5.5  Earning sustainability measurement of Ryanair for the year from 2005 to 2009

 
 

Source: Ryanair Annual Report & Authors calculation 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2 RNOA and ∆RNOA of Ryanair for the year from 2005 to 2009
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5.2 EasyJet 

 

Easy jet is the second largest LCC in Europe following Ryanair and the fourth largest 

among all European airlines. According to company‘s 2009 report, it truly becomes a 

famous European airline, operating over 422 routes with over 181 aircrafts   in 27 

countries. For the first time, over 50% of the company‘s traveler is originated from outside 

the UK (Major events in its history, 2009). In 2009, they served over 45 million passengers 

(EasyJet Plc, 2009, P. 21). 

 

This Britain based LCC was founded in 1995, with only two airplanes and its first flights 

go from Luton (England, United Kingdom) to Glasgow and Edinburgh (Scotland, United 

Kingdom) (Major events in its history, 1995). It is always trying and moving towards to 

achieve new goals. The major achievements of the company are; in 2000, the company 

floats in London stock exchange (Major events in its history). In 2001 it was open the fifth 

base in Gatwick and becomes the second largest airline in the airport (EasyJet, 2010). The 

slogan of the company includes providing safe services, good values and point-to-point air 

services for its travelers (EasyJet Plc, 2009, P. 8).  

 

Table 5.6 Key performance Indicators of EasyJet 

 

 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 

Total operating 

revenues in (£ 

million) 

2,666.80 2,362.80 1,797.20 1,619.70 1,341.40 1,091.00 

Revenue growth 11% 24% 10% 17% 19% NA 

Operating income 

(£million) 56,8 65,8 127,5 173,1 103,9 49,1 

Margin -16% -94% -36% 40% 53% NA 

Capital (£ million) 1,307.3 1,278.2 1,152.4 982.9 854.4 789.4 

Passenger no. in 

million 

46.1 44.6 38.2 33.7 NA NA 

No. of aircrafts  166 137 121 NA NA 

Routes in no. 500 400 360 278 NA NA 

Employees in no. 6,666 6,000 6,000 4,220 NA NA 

 

Source: EasyJet annual report, ELFAA, & Authors calculation. 

 

The reformulated financial statements are presented below to investigate the earnings 

sustainability of the company for the year 2005 to 2009.  
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Description 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Core Items

Passenger revenue 2 150,50 1 995,70 1 626,00 1 488,40 1 254,20 1 029,30

Ancillary revenue 516,3 367,1 171,2 131,3 87,2 61,7

Total revenue 2 666,80 2 362,80 1 797,20 1 619,70 1 341,40 1 091,00

Ground handling -255,9 -212,2 -156,1 -144,1 -130,5 -111,3

Airport charges -481,5 -397,2 -305,8 -258,4 -230,1 -191,4

Fuel -807,2 -708,7 -425,5 -387,8 -260,2 -146,9

Navigation -232,3 -195,7 -141,8 -121,2 -108,6 -87,7

Crew -306,6 -263,2 -204,1 -160 -136,2 -126,8

Maintenance -161,6 -147,5 -98,1 -109,5 -119,2 -102

Advertising -47 -46,5 -38 -38,2 -32,8 -30,5

Merchant fees and commission -33,5 -33,7 -20,6 -17,9 -15,6 -13,6

Aircraft and passenger insurance -11,3 -9,1 -12,1 -15,8 -19,3 -19,8

Other costs  -104,8 -87,5 -96,9 -88,3 -82,4 -71,7

Depreciation  -55,4 -44,4 -33,3 -27,4 -16,4 -19,2

Amortization of intangible  assets  -4,4 -2,5 -0,9 -0,8 -0,8 -17,1

Aircraft lease costs -116,2 -110,7 -91 -122,9 -123,7 -96,4

Share of profit after tax of associates 0 0 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,2

Operating Expense -2617,7 -2258,9 -1624,1 -1492,2 -1275,6 -1034,2

OI 49,10 103,90 173,10 127,50 65,80 56,80

Unusual items

Profit on disposal of assets held for sale 11 0 0 0 0 0

GB Airways integration costs 0 -12,9 0 0 0 0

Accelerated depreciation of 737-300 aircraft 0 0 0 0 -2,7 -6,1

Unusual items OI 11 -12,9 0 0 -2,7 -6,1

Comp, OI 60,10 91,00 173,10 127,50 63,10 50,70

Financing Activities

Normal Items

Interest receivable and other financing income 22,5 53,2 54,6 35,4 27,2 14,2

Interest payable and other financing     -27,9 -34 -35,4 -24,1 -8,2 -2,7

Normal Financial Items -5,4 19,2 19,2 11,3 19 11,5

Unusual Items

Reversal of prior year impairment losses on financial 0 0 10,6 0 0 0

Unusual Financial Items 0 0 10,6 0 0 0

Compr, financial income -5,4 19,2 29,8 11,3 19 11,5
Total profit for the year 54,70 110,20 202,90 138,80 82,10 62,20

Table 5.7 Reformulated Income Statement of Easyjet in (£ million)

 
Source: EasyJet Annual Report & Authors calculation.
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Table 5.8 Core operating income of EasyJet for the period from 2004 to 2009 

 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Operating 

income 

56,8 65,8 127,5 173,1 103,9 49,1 

 

Source: EasyJet Annual Reports & Authors calculation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Core operating income of EasyJet for the period from 2004 to 2009 
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Operating Assets 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004
Goodwill  365,4 365,4 309,6 309,6 309,6 309,6
Other intangible assets 81,7 80,6 1,8 1,1 1,4 0
Property  plant and equipment 1 612,20 1 102,60 935,80 695,70 398,60 330,40
Other non-current assets 62,7 61,1 58,1 54,8 6,7 0
Investments in associates 0 0 0,3 0,3 0,2 0,2
Deferred tax assets 0,4 0,5 0,4 0,3 0 0
Assets held for sale 73,2 194,9 0 0 7,1 0
Trade and other receivables 241,8 236,9 223,6 227,2 210,7 174,4
Cash and cash equivalents 788,6 632,2 719,1 860,7 667 510,3
Total Operating Assets 3226 2674,2 2248,7 2149,7 1601,3 1324,9
Operating Liabilities
Trade and other payables 750,7 653 461,7 414,1 342,9 314,7
Non-current deferred income 52,6 68,8 86,8 74,8 75,1 0
Maintenance provisions (ST) 45,1 55,9 2,8 13,9 16,4 0
Deferred tax liabilities 76,7 107,8 35 32 22,2 0
Current tax l iabilities 57,7 73,2 89,7 46,8 38,9 0
Maintenance provisions (LT) 168,6 160,4 136 125,1 53,6 63,1
Total Operating Liabilities 1151,4 1119,1 812 706,7 549,1 377,8
Net Operating Assets (OA-OL) 2074,6 1555,1 1436,7 1443 1052,2 947,1
Financial Assets
Derivative financial instruments (ST) 7,8 21,3 0 0,4 0 0
Loan notes 12,6 12 11,1 0 0 0
Restricted cash (ST) 48 42,9 32,9 26,1 22,4 0
Derivative financial instruments  (LT) 68 96,5 14,4 1 0 0
Restricted cash (LT) 24,3 23,3 15,9 12,2 6,1 0
Money market deposits 286,3 230,3 193,4 0 0 0
Total Financial Assets 447 426,3 267,7 39,7 28,5 0
Financial Obligation
Borrowings  (ST) 117,6 56,7 40,5 32,8 16,3 0
Derivative financial instruments  (ST) 91,1 76 26,6 15,3 0 0
Borrowings  (LT) 1 003,00 570,20 478,60 446,90 210,00 157,70
Derivative financial instruments (LT) 2,6 0,3 6,3 4,8 0 0
Total Financial Obligation 1214,3 703,2 552 499,8 226,3 157,7
Net Financial Assets/Obligation -767,3 -276,9 -284,3 -460,1 -197,8 -157,7
Shareholders’ funds 1307,3 1278,2 1152,4 982,9 854,4 789,4

Table 5.9 Reformulated Balance Sheet of Easyjet in (£million)

 
Source: EasyJet Annual Report & Authors calculation
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2 004                2 005                    2 006                       2 007                 2 008                 2 009                 

RNOA 6% 6% 9% 12% 10% 3%

∆RNOA NA 0% 3% 3% -2% -7%

Table 5.10  Earning sustainability measurement of EasyJet for the year from 2005 to 2009

 
 

Source: EasyJet Annual Report & Authors calculation 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4 RNOA and ∆RNOA of EasyJet for the year from 2005 to 2009
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5.3 Norwegian Air shuttle 

 

Norwegian Air Shuttle has the third-largest size of passengers in 2009 following Ryanair 

and EasyJet (ELFAA, 2009) and it is considered as the second largest airline in 

Scandinavia (Norwegian, 2010).In 2009, the airline has transported 10.8 million people on 

150 routes to 85 destinations in 27 countries, across Europe, to North Africa and the Middle 

East. Norwegian is expanding in number of aircrafts, destinations, routes and passenger 

number as it is shown in the table below (ELFAA, 2009). 

  

The performance of Norwegian Air Shuttle also looks growing and expanding in the past 

years with ups and downs due to some definable reasons such as economic recession and 

fuel price increase. To examine in terms of key performance measures in the industry see 

the table below summarized. 

 

Table 5.11 Key performance Indicators of Norwegian air Shuttle 

 

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

 Total operating revenues in 

NOK1000 6 930 092  5 293 637  4 226 202  2 941 400  1 972 247  1 210 059  

Operating  income NOK1000 604 881      84 888 -        133 951      33 538 -        25 643         159 600 -     

Margine 9% -2% 3% -1% 1% -13%

Capital NOK1000 1 575 516   897 370      525 007      260 580      142 815      158 276      

Capital Growth 76% 71% 101% 82% -10%

Passanger No. In millions 10,80          9,10            6,80               5,10               2,10               NA

No. Of air crafts NA 41                33                  20                  13                  NA

No. Of Routes 210             173             132                83                  25                  NA

Employees no. 1 600          1 400          1 300             650                380                NA
 

 

Source: Norwegian air Shuttle, ELFAA & Authors calculation 

 

Although these indicators are not the absolute measures of sustainable earnings, they can be 

the key informants about the success and the direction of the company.  

 

Here are some empirical figures for Norwegian Air Shuttle core activities and sustainable 

activities measurement, which the reformulated financial statements used to valuate 

companies sustainable and transitory earnings.
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(NOK 1 000) 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Normal Operating Activities

Revenues         6 930 092            5 293 637    4 226 202        2 941 400        1 972 247        1 210 059        

Total Revenue                 6 930 092                    5 293 637                    4 226 202                    2 941 400                    1 972 247                    1 210 059    

Operational expenses         4 643 240            4 032 279    3 171 818        2 370 076        1 507 054        1 048 549        

Payroll         1 238 035               854 354    622 189           413 442           298 223           228 887           

Depreciation, amortization and impairment            135 648                 89 571                 74 044    51 991            30 237            17 960            

Other operating expenses            357 603               254 553               224 200    139 429           111 090           73 221            

Other losses/(gains) - net -            49 315               147 768    1 042              

Total operating expenses                 6 325 211                    5 378 525                    4 092 251                    2 974 938                    1 946 604                    1 369 659    

OI           604 881    -          84 888              133 951    -          33 538                25 643    -        159 600    

Financing Activities

Profit/loss from associated company                3 200    -             8 773    

Interest income                      25 802                         40 237                 20 806    6 797              4 014              4 325              

I nterest expense -                   46 931    -                   40 665                 19 027    609                 648                 843                 

Other financial items -                 178 827                       343 521    -            35 004    6 189 -             9 021              3 661              

Net financial items -        196 756              334 320                  4 829                  1 217                13 683                  8 829    

Comprehensive Financing Income           408 125              249 432              138 780    -          32 321                39 326    -        150 771    

Total profit for the year        1 013 006              164 544              272 731    -          65 859                64 969    -        310 371    

Table 5.12 Reformulated Income statement of Norwegian Air Shuttle(NOK 1 000)

 
 

Source: Norwegian Air Shuttle Annual Report & Authors calculation 
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Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Operating Income -159600 25643 -33538 133951 -84888 604881

Table 5.13 Core operating Income of Norwegian Air Shuttle for the period from 2004 to 2009

 
 

Source: Norwegian Air Shuttle Annual Report & Authors calculation 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure 5.5 Core operating income of EasyJet for the period from 2004 to 2009 
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2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004
Intangible assets 190 543           198 074        34 693 34 009 33 640 28 272
Deferred tax asset 157                  59 759          60 421 96 380 86 218 85 956
Aircraft, parts and installations on leased 974 892           523 676        209 820 214 419 23 224 9 574
Equipment and fixtures 30 905             31 014          23 446 14 011 13 597 18 412
Spare parts 5 986
Buildings 3 933               3 933            3 933 0 0
Prepayment Boeing contract 1 410 992                705 165        316 546
Other receivables 26 391             32 404          25 459 8828 19404 18950
Inventory 40 825             34 214          28000 19341 36764 11791
Trade and other receivables 829 893           914 379        173679 163205 105484 41204
Other receivables 253901 284552 94690 40520
Cash and cash equivalents 1 408 475                607 536        429110 228132 261464 195157
Total O perating Assets 4 917 006               3 110 154           1 559 008           1 062 877           674 485              455 822              

Pension obligation               97 558              61 815    33310 30794 30484 3865
Provision for periodic maintenance               70 336             114 090    100834 81734 34779 8708
Deferred tax               17 806                9 695    
Borrowings             878 878             440 873    297697 0 0
Financial lease liability               28 829                     -      154333 0 0
Trade and other payables             746 549             694 832    141696 102162 61860 70476
Air traffic settlement liabilities             792 713             598 162    486667 291795 218693 109033
Tax payable             111 158                   267    50847 33761 26470 20501
Total O perating Liablities 2 743 827               1 919 734           1 265 384           540 246              372 286              212 583              

NO A 2 173 179               1 190 420           293 624              522 631              302 199              243 239              

Financial Activity

Financial assets available for sale 7 236               5 628            25 993 298 2 563
investment in subsidiaries 202 025 103 0
Investment in associate 47 943             44 743          53 516
Investment in shares 10 004 85
Financial instruments 128 031
Bonds 215 758 0 0
Derivative financial instrument 23 688             18 360          
Total Financing Activity 78 867           68 731        635 327      401             2 563          85               
Financial Obligations
Short term part of borrowings             675 303             257 456    369569 261438 161947 85048
Derivative financial instrument                1 227             104 325    34375 1014 0
Toatal finacial Obligation 676 530         361 781      403 944      262 452      161 947      85 048        
NFO 597 663 -        293 050 -     231 383      262 051 -     159 384 -     84 963 -       
CSE 1 575 516      897 370      525 007      260 580      142 815      158 276      

Table 5.14 Reformulated Balance sheet of Norwegian Air Shuttle in (1000NOK)

 
 

Source: Norwegian Air Shuttle & Authors calculations 
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

RNOA -66% 8% 17% 46% -7% 28%

∆RNOA NA 74% 8% 29% -53% 35%

Table 5.15  Earning sustainability measurement of Norwegian Air Shuttle for the year from 2005 to 2009

 
 

 

Source: Norwegian Air Shuttle Annual Report & Authors calculation 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.6 RNOA and ∆RNOA of Norwegian Air Shuttle for the year from 2005 to 2009 
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6 ANALYSIS  

 

 This chapter will discuss the empirical results of the studied airlines. It will use as a bridge 

for existing theories and the empirical results, and it will create the following conclusion 

section. Research gap will appear at this point and further studies will be suggested to 

provide additional knowledge.  

6.1 Analysis of ΔRNOA 
  

ΔRNOA is a key financial ratio used to analyze earnings sustainability of the European 

LCC model. The analysis undertakes in a time-series comparison from 2005 to 2009 for the 

three representative airlines. To get the ratio analysis, financial numbers in reformulated 

balance sheets and income statements are required to put into the application. 

 

As it is discussed in the theoretical chapter, the sustainability of a firm can be tested by 

measuring the change in return on operating asset.  Return on operating asset is derived 

from the operating income and net operating asset. In turn, operating income is derived 

from operating asset and operating income while the net operating asset is the difference 

between operating liability and operating asset 

 

                                                              -                

  -          -          

 

                          

 

     

       
 

 

 

 

 ÷ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 the drivers of RNOA 
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6.2 Ryanair 
 

According to the argument of Penman, presented in the third chapter, Ryanair to have 

sustainable earnings should have a constant RNOA from year to year from its core 

activities. This is because the increase or decrease in income and revenue should be 

proportional with the asset size.  

 

The RNOA for Ryanair for 2004 as shown in table 5.5 was 10% which is the quotient of OI 

for 2004 and NOA for the same year. We used the RNOA of 2004 as a reference for the 

next year (2005) to test if this same rate has continued or has been changed. As one can see 

from the same table RNOA for year 2005 is 11%, which will leave us with the approximate 

difference of 0%. 

 

As we keep on analyzing that change, from the five years considered, year 2009 has the 

lowest RNOA which resulted in the highest ∆RNOA. The change in return on assets on that 

year has amounted negative 10%. When we further analyze the drivers of the RNOA, NOA 

is similar with the previous year while OI has declined in a higher rate. The analysis of OI 

is based on the operating revenue and operating expenses.  

 

What was unique in that year is that the operating expense has increased in the higher rate 

than the operating revenue. This effect was reflected in the rate of RNOA. Compared to the 

previous year 2008 (RNOA=12%) it has sharply declined to 2%.  

 

 
Figure 6.2 The four drivers of RNOA for Ryanair, from 2004 to 2009  

 

 

This figure shows that there is relatively proportional growth in the four drives of RNOA 

up to the year 2008. But in 2009, the OE has increased in a higher rate than the OR, in 

which case  the two values are almost intercept. 
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6.3 EasyJet 
 

In absolute terms, EasyJet also does not fulfill the criteria of Penman by providing the same 

rate of return in the invested assets. The RNOA is the same for the first two years, as we 

can see from table 5.10, then started to show growth in the same amount of 3% the next two 

years and then declined to -2%  and -7% in years 2008 and 2009 respectively. 

 

EasyJet has never shown a negative RNOA throughout the five studied years. The lowest 

RNOA is 3% in 2009 and the highest is 12% in 2007. As we can see from the Figure 6.3, in 

2009, although the operating revenue has increased, but the OI has decreased due to the 

increase of OE in a higher rate than OR. OA has also increases with out proportion with OL 

which caused increase in NOA. The increase in NOA and decreases in OI together has 

caused the lower RNOA in 2009 to yield the lowest rate in the five years considered in this 

study. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3 the four drivers of RNOA for EasyJet, from 2004 to 2009  

 

This figure shows that there is relatively proportional growth in the four drives of RNOA 

up to the year 2008 for easy jet. But in 2009, the OA has increased as the previous years 

though the OL has declined in the same year which will increase NOA and the RNOA for 

that year. 

6.4 Norwegian air shuttle 
 

When the sustainability of the earnings of the Norwegian air shuttle is tested by the model 

of Penman, it has a less consistent pattern since it has highly volatile RNOA throughout the 

years. 
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The RNOA in 2004 was highly negative (66%) as it is shown on table 5.15. The following 

years up to 2009 are with irregular pattern for the RNOA changing from high negative 

(66%) in 2004 to high positive (46%) in 2007. The high return rate in 2007 could show 

higher performance even in the core activities and services of the airline. The Operating 

income has increased in a higher rate than the increase in NOA.  However, the 

inconsistency of the rates from year to year in the asset productivity will put such earnings 

in question when one wants to test the sustainability of the earnings. 

 

We can also observe from the four drivers of RNOA (Figure 6.4) for the Norwegian air 

shuttle, that in 2008 the NOA has increased not proportionally to high investment in assets. 

Since the NOA has increased in a higher rate than the revenue generated, it has given a 

lower RNOA.  

 

The analysis of the RNOA for Norwegian air shuttle for the five years indicate that though, 

some of the years of the studied time were profitable, there is no such sustainability in the 

firm‘s earnings from the core activities as the rate of return on the asset investment is 

fluctuate year after year. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.4 the four drivers of RNOA for Norwegian air shuttle, from 2004 to 2009  

 

This figure shows that there is similar movement between OR and OE to yield increasing 

curve of OI up to the year 2008. But in 2009, the OR has increased in a higher rate than the 

OE, which causes the higher OI and higher NOA. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter focuses on the conclusions of the study, recommendations and potential areas 

for further research emanating from this thesis. Our study was set out to investigate the 

sustainability of earnings in selected LCC companies in Europe for specific time span. 

 

Here, we will bring back the research question to draw attention and make easy connection 

it with the theory and our findings: 

 

Are low cost Model-Based Air carriers in Europe building sustainable 

earnings? 

 

We stated the hypothesis that ∆RNOA is ZERO if a company has sustainable earnings, like 

it was stated in the theories of Penman and Zhang which is presented in detail in the theory 

and analysis chapters. 

7.1 Conclusion for Ryanair 
 

The ∆RNOA for Ryanair which is different from ZERO shows there is no sustainability of 

earnings since it has not repeated the same RNOA in each of the five years. Regardless of 

revenue and asset growth, the return was not proportional or the same rate from year to year 

in the considered five years. In relative terms, the first four years have better consistency of 

RNOA and building sustainable earnings. Therefore in the studied periods and the used 

measurement tool Ryanair was not build sustainable earnings. 

7.2 Conclusion for EasyJet 
 

After the detailed review of the company‘s financial statement the authors come up with to 

show the end result of the study to the reader. As per our empirical and  analysis result 

EasyJet generated operating income from 2004 to 2007 in an increasing rate, but on ward it 

was decreased the rate, especially in 2009 had recorded the lowest result. When we see the 

five years result of the company‘s RNOA, it was completely different from one another. It 

causes the ∆RNOA result had been different from zero. This result proves our hypothesis 

that the company could not build sustainable earnings in the studied period based on our 

earnings measurement tool. 

7.3 Conclusion for Norwegian Air Shuttle 
 

The ∆RNOA for Norwegian Air shuttle shows fluctuation in RNOA and consequently 

∆RNOA≠0, which follows the conclusion that the earnings of the Norwegian Air Shuttle 

for the studied years are not sustainable by this specific measurement. Operating revenue 

and assets of Norwegian Air shuttle has grown up in the five years but which would not 

guarantee the sustainability of the earnings in the future. 
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7.4 Over all conclusions 
 

From our study and empirical results, the three companies demonstrated different patterns 

in RNOA which resulted in none zero ∆RNOA for each, though they are in the same 

market with similar model of a business. However, there is similar pattern between Ryanair 

and EasyJet RNOA and ∆RNOA. These two airlines have relatively stable ∆RNOA 

compared to the Norwegian Air Shuttle, as they exhibit ∆RNOA no more than 10%, the 

latter one has 74% in ∆RNOA in 2005.  

 

As ∆RNOA is used to measure sustainable earnings in this study, both Ryanair and EasyJet 

have better (more stable) ∆RNOA and as resulted having a better sustainable earnings. The 

extremes of Norwegian Air shuttle ∆RNOA could be due to the short age of the business in 

comparison to the other two, which will lead us to conclude there is a better chance for the 

experienced LCC to build more sustainable earrings than the new entrants as they have less 

reaction for the new investments such as in aircrafts purchase. 

 

Generally, the companies are found to be concluded as they are not building sustainable 

earnings in the studied periods using the ∆RNOA measure as the increase and decrease in 

OI is not proportional (is not just the result of) with increase and decrease of NOA. But it 

should be noted that the level of ∆RNOA varies highly from company to company 

depending in other factors including the age of the business. This implies that the LCCs in 

the same context which are operating in continental Europe and particularly associated 

under ELFAA could not demonstrate their capacity to build sustainable earnings based on 

the used measurement tool for the specific periods considered but of course to different 

level of ∆RNOA. 

7.5 Other discussions 
 

Deregulation 

Although LCC model was the result of deregulation, some new regulations has been 

appeared in the past years in EU including travelers‘ compensation and CO2 emission, 

which could affect the stability of the LCC earnings adversely.  

 

Fuel and other costs 

As it has been described in the model definition, the LCC model is based on keeping costs 

lower and then charging competitive fairs for passenger. As the fuel cost kept on rising, the 

sustainability of the model will easily be affected since the model of low fair will not let 

margin adjustment. The increase of aircrafts purchasing and/or leasing cost has been 

increasing for long term to be a challenge of the model. 

 

Competition 

The existing LCCs competition with flag carrier airlines and new entrants of the same 

model is a challenge since the former ones are supported by respective governments and it 

is difficult to further reduce costs to block out the new entrants. Though the market of the 

LCCs is not exactly identical with the flag carrier, it over laps some where to compete and 

affect the future of the LCC. The agreement of EU that allows the US carriers to render 

intra-EU markets will intensify the completion. 
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Low fair Vs Low cost 

While low fair implies the fare paid by the passengers the low cost carrier shows the cost 

reduction of the LCCs to provide low fair service. From the view of current literature and 

the claims of the LCCs, these two terms give the same meaning. There is no assurance if 

minimizing the cost to run will automatically end up with low fair in the future had there 

been no completion. 

 

LCC and the Crisis 

The studied airlines responded differently for the global financial crisis took place in 2008 

and beyond. It was not straight forward to conclude directly that the model has either 

benefited or cost in the capacity of building sustainable earnings due to the crisis. As it is 

shown in the analysis part, the Norwegian Air Shuttle has generated the highest revenue in 

2009 while the other two were in the worst scenario. Therefore, it is possible to conclude 

that the crisis has had an effect in the earnings of the model but in different ways. 

 

7.6 Contribution to the existing knowledge 
 

Our thesis has attempted to test the sustainability of the earnings built by some popular 

LCC model based airlines in Europe empirically using RNOA consistency as suggested by 

Penman and Zahng.  There is no single way to measure the sustainability of earnings in 

different markets and industries and it is too complex to judge a company or a business 

model either way i.e. ―X is building sustainable earnings‖ or ―not building sustainable 

earnings‖.  

 

Therefore, this study has tried to implement purely quantitative way to measure 

sustainability of the LCC model by measuring it objectively. By doing this, the research has 

ended up with a kind of surprising conclusion which differs from qualitative judgments 

about the studied companies. This will result in more intensive and broader research to 

improve the theory of Penman and Zehang to use RNOA as a measure of sustainable 

earnings or further studies and recommendations to the studied business model and the 

specific companies. 

 

7.7 Further Research 
 

Sustainability of earnings is a key for investors, share holders and stake holders of a given 

company. Although an investor can view the sustainability of earnings in different 

perspective, it seems there should alternative objective tools to do that. How ever, it seems 

rare to find one. Though Penman and Zhang has put precisely how to measure sustainable 

or unsustainable earrings depending on RNOA and of course core activities of the firm, it 

shouldn‘t be the only way and there should be further studies and theories to test the 

sustainability of earnings.  

 

The studies LCCs in this research are known for their model and fast growth in the aspects 

presented in the empirical chapter. However the findings questioned the sustainability of 
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the earnings in the future depending in individual analysis. If further studies could be 

conducted, there would be a chance to see the correlation between the building sustainable 

earnings and their growth.  

 

It is also worth to conduct a comparative study of the LCC model with the traditional 

carriers to examine which model is building further sustainable earnings considering factors 

of subsidy, size, age, and any relevant element to justify that the LCC is the better or the 

worse model in building sustainable earnings. 
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8 QUALITY CRITERIA 

8.1 Reliability 
 

Reliability, according to Easterby-Smith (2008:109) cited by Saunders, deals with the 

extent to which the data collection method and analysis procedure will give consistent 

findings. On the other hand, other researcher could observe similar observation (Saunders 

et al. P.156).  

 

The authors believe that the sustainable earnings measurement tool used for this study give 

same result as other researchers if they will proceed same techniques and procedures as we 

have used. Moreover, other different observers will reach the same result and be able to 

replicate the findings if they will employ the same method independently. 

8.2 Validity 
 

We are really concerned about the validity of the study since we selected the quantitative 

research method. Validity according to, Fisher (2007), is defined as ―whether these 

statements and constructs actually measure the thing that are said to measure‖ (Fisher, 

2007, p.295). When we interpret the research material the major concern is the validity, 

truth, of our interpretation. 

 

Since, we collected the data from the reliable source, which makes our interpretation and 

findings valid. In fact, we observed and interpreted the data relevant to the study, which is 

the concepts and terms we used to analyzed and describe our research fairly represents our 

research material.   

8.3 Generalization 
 

Generalization stated, according to Bryman and Bell (2007), ―in quantitative research the 

researcher is usually concerned to be able to say his or her findings can be generalized 

beyond the confines of the particular context in which the researcher was conducted‖ 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 169). Saunders put generalization in similar way that, it is the 

creation of more often applicable scheme based upon the process of deduction from 

specific cases (Saunders et al., 2009. p.592). 

 

In this study, the chosen airlines represented European low cost carriers based on certain 

criteria, which includes the pioneers of the model in Europe, such as Ryanair and other 

successful airlines engaged in the European LCC market are incorporated in the study.   

 

Therefore, we believed that the research findings stated in the analysis and the followed 

conclusion could be generalized beyond the specific studied airlines, in which case the 

results of the studied airlines can be considered as the European LCCs in general. 
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Appendix 

 

Ryanair 

 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 

   At March 31,   At 

March 31, 

                             2009        2008 

Note          €000         €000 

Non-current assets 

Property, plant and equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2   3,644,824        3,582,126 

Intangible assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3   46,841   46,841 

Available for sale financial assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 4   93,150   311,462 

Derivative financial instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 5   59,970   — 

Total non-current assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  3,844,785           3,940,429 

Current assets 

Inventories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . 6   2,075    1,997 

Other assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7   91,053   169,580 

Current tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . 12  —    1,585 

Trade receivables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8  41,791   34,178 

Derivative financial instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . 5   129,962   10,228 

Restricted cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9   291,601   292,431 

Financial assets: cash > 3 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   403,401   406,274 

Cash and cash equivalents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1,583,194             1,470,849 

Total current assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   2,543,077            2,387,122 

Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    6,387,862             6,327,551 

Current liabilities 

Trade payables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   132,671   129,289 
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Accrued expenses and other liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10   905,715   919,349 

Current maturities of debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11   202,941   366,801 

Current tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 425    — 

Derivative financial instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5   137,439   141,711 

Total current liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    1,379,191         1,557,150 

Non-current liabilities 

Provisions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13   71,964   44,810 

Derivative financial instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … 5   54,074   75,685 

Deferred tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 12   155,524   148,088 

Other creditors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14   106,549   99,930 

Non-current maturities of debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …. . .  11   2,195,499         1,899,694 

Total non-current liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,583,610         2,268,207 

Shareholders’ equity 

Issued share capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15   9,354    9,465 

Share premium account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15  617,426   615,815 

Capital redemption reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16   493 378 

Retained earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16   1,777,727                   2,000,422 

Other reserves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16  20,061             (123,886) 

Shareholders’ equity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,425,061            2,502,194 

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   6,387,862            6,327,551 
                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                   At March 31, 2007  

 

At March 31, 2006  

                                                                                                                Note  €000  €000  

Non-current assets  
Property, plant and 

equipment....................................................... 

2  2,884,05

3  

2,532,988  

Intangible assets..................................................................... 3  46,841  46,841  

Available for sale financial assets.......................................... 4  406,075  -  

Derivative financial instruments............................................ 5  -  763  

Total non-current assets......................................................  3,336,969  2,580,592  

Current assets  
Inventories ...................................................................... 6  2,420  3,422  

Other assets .......................................................................... 7  77,707  29,453  

Trade 8  23,412  29,909  
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receivables........................................................................... 

Derivative financial 

instruments.................................................... 

5  52,736  18,872  

Restricted 

cash............................................................................... 

9  258,808  204,040  

Financial assets: cash > 3 

months..................................................  

592,774  328,927  

Cash and cash 

equivalents..............................................................  

1,346,419  1,439,004  

Total current 

assets.........................................................................  

2,354,276  2,053,627  

Total 

assets......................................................................................

.  

5,691,245  4,634,219  

Current liabilities  
Trade 

payables...............................................................................  

54,801  79,283  

Accrued expenses and other 

liabilities........................................... 

10  807,136  570,614  

Current maturities of 

debt.............................................................. 

11  178,918  153,311  

Derivative financial 

instruments.................................................... 

5  56,053  27,417  

Current 

tax..................................................................................... 

12  20,822  15,247  

Total current 

liabilities....................................................................  

1,117,730  845,872  

Non-current liabilities  
Provisions.............................................................................. 13  28,719  16,722  

Derivative financial 

instruments.................................................... 

5  58,666  81,897  

Deferred income tax liability................................................ 12  151,032  127,260  

Other creditors...................................................................... 14  112,177  46,066  

Non-current maturities of debt.............................................. 11  1,683,148  1,524,417  
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Total non-current 

liabilities............................................................  

2,033,742  1,796,362  

Shareholders’ equity  
Issued share capital............................................................... 15  9,822  9,790  

Share premium account........................................................ 15  607,433  596,231  

Retained earnings.................................................................. 16  1,905,211  1,467,623  

Other reserves....................................................................... 16  17,307  (81,659)  

Shareholders’ 

equity........................................................................  

2,539,773  1,991,985  

Total liabilities and shareholders’ 

equity......................................  

5,691,245  4,634,219  

 

Consolidated Balance Sheets Ryanair 

At March 31,  At March 31, 

                                                    2004                          2005 

Note            €000                 €000 

Current assets 

Cash and liquid resources .............................................................................. 2   1,257,350   1,613,643 

Accounts receivable....................................................................................... 3   14,932         20,644 

Other assets ................................................................................................... 4   19,251         24,612 

Inventories .................................................................................................... 5   26,440         28,069 

Total current assets..........................................................................................   1,317,973   1,686,968 

Fixed assets 

Tangible assets............................................................................................... 6   1,576,526   2,092,283 

Intangible assets............................................................................................. 7      44,499       30,449 

Total assets .......................................................................................................   2,938,998    3,809,700 

Current liabilities 

Accounts payable........................................................................................... 8      67,936        92,118 

Accrued expenses and other liabilities........................................................... 9   338,208       436,187 

Current maturities of long term debt.............................................................. 10   80,337   120,997 

Short term borrowings................................................................................... 11   345    7,938 

Total current liabilities....................................................................................   486,826   657,240 

Other liabilities 

Provisions for liabilities and charges ............................................................. 12   94,192    112,745 
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Other creditors .............................................................................................. 8   30,047   18,444 

Long term debt............................................................................................... 10   872,645   1,293,860 

Total other liabilities........................................................................................   996,884   1,425,049 

Shareholders‘ funds—equity 

Called-up share capital................................................................................... 13   9,643    9,675 

Share premium account.................................................................................. 13   560,406   565,756 

Profit and loss account...................................................................................   885,239   1,151,980 

Shareholders’ funds—equity..........................................................................   1,455,288   1,727,411 

Total liabilities and shareholders’ funds........................................................   2,938,998   3,809,700 

 

Consolidated Income Statements-2009 

   Year ended             Year ended                  Year ended 

 March 31, 2009       March 31, 2008          March 31, 

2007 

Note                           €000                 €000                 €000 

Operating revenues 

Scheduled revenues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,343,868   2,225,692  

 1,874,791 

Ancillary revenues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17                598,097   488,130   362,104 

Total operating revenues—continuing operations . . . .  17               2,941,965   2,713,822  

 2,236,895 

Operating expenses 

Staff costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 (309,296)   (285,343)                 (226,580) 

Depreciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2  (256,117)   (175,949)           (143,503) 

Fuel and oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1,257,062)   (791,327)            (693,331) 

Maintenance, materials and repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (66,811)   (56,709)   (42,046) 

Marketing and distribution costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (12,753)   (17,168)   (23,795) 

Aircraft rentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (78,209)   (72,670)   (58,183) 

Route charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (286,559)   (259,280)             (199,240) 

Airport and handling charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (443,387)   (396,326)             (273,613) 

Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (139,140)   (121,970)           (104,859) 

Total operating expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2,849,334)   (2,176,742)             (1,765,150) 

Operating profit—continuing operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  92,631   537,080   471,745 

Other income/(expenses) 
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Finance income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75,522   83,957   62,983 

Finance expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 (130,544)   (97,088)   (82,876) 

Foreign exchange gain/(losses) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,441                 (5,606)   (906) 

Loss on impairment of available-for-sale financial asset . . . . . . 4   (222,537)   (91,569)   — 

Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment . . . . . . . . . . . .    —   12,153 91 

Total other income/(expenses) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (273,118)   (98,153)   (20,708) 

(Loss)/profit before tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (180,487)   438,927   451,037 

Tax on (loss)/profit on ordinary activities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 11,314   (48,219)   (15,437) 

(Loss)/profit for the year—all attributable to equity holders of 

parent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (169,173)   390,708   435,600 

Basic earnings per ordinary share (Euro cents) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22  (11.44)   25.84    28.20 

Diluted earnings per ordinary share (Euro cents) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22  (11.44)   25.62    27.97 

Number of ordinary shares (in 000‘s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22  1,478,472   1,512,012         1,544,457 

Number of diluted shares (in 000‘s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22  1,478,472   1,524,935          1,557,503 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                           Year ended   

                                                                                                                                     March 31, 2007 

Year ended 

March3,2006  

Year ended   

March 31, 2005  

                                                                                           Note  €000  €000  €000  

Operating revenues  
Scheduled revenues.........................................................  1,874,791 1,433,377  1,128,116 

Ancillary revenues........................................................... 17  362,104  259,153  190,921 

Total operating revenues—continuing operations.......... 17  2,236,895  1,692,530  1,319,037 

Operating expenses  
Staff costs......................................................................... 18  (226,580) (171,412)  (141,673) 

Depreciation..................................................................... 2  (143,503) (124,405)  (110,357) 

Fuel & oil.........................................................................  (693,331) (462,466)  (265,276) 

Maintenance, materials & repairs....................................  (42,046) (37,417)  (26,280) 

Marketing & distribution costs........................................  (23,795) (13,912)  (19,622) 

Aircraft rentals.................................................................  (58,183) (47,376)  (21,546) 
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Route charges...................................................................  (199,240) (164,577)  (135,672) 

Airport & handling charges.............................................  (273,613) (216,301)  (178,384) 

Other................................................................................ 19  (104,859)  (79,618)  (79,489) 

Total operating expenses...................................................         (1,765,150)  (1,317,484)  (978,299)  

Operating profit – continuing operations........................              471,745  375,046  340,738  

Other income/(expenses)  
Finance income................................................................           62,983 38,219  28,342 

Finance expense............................................................... 21  (82,876) (73,958)  (57,629) 

Foreign exchange (losses)................................................                (906) (1,234)  (2,302) 

Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment.........  91  815  47 

Total other income/(expenses)..........................................             (20,708)  (36,158)  (31,542) 

Profit before tax.................................................................             451,037 338,888  309,196 

Tax on profit on ordinary activities.................................. 12    (15,437)  (32,176)  (29,153) 

Profit for the year –all attributable to equity holders of parent...................................     435,600  306,712  280,043  

Basic earnings per ordinary share (in euro cents)............ 23         28.20 20.00  18.43 

Diluted earnings per ordinary share (in euro cents)......... 23         27.97 19.87  18.33 

Number of ordinary shares (in 000‘s).............................. 23    1,544,457 1,533,666  1,519,822 

Number of diluted shares (in 000‘s)................................ 23  1,557,503  1,543,562  1,528,006 
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT OF EASYJET  
            2009                             2008 

Passenger revenue2       2,150.5     1,995.7 
Ancillary revenue               516.3                 367.1 
Total revenue          2,666.8     2,362.8 
Ground handling           (255.9)     (212.2) 
Airport charges           (481.5)     (397.2) 
Fuel               (807.2)      (708.7) 
Navigation          (232.3)      (195.7) 
Crew              (306.6)     (263.2) 
Maintenance            (161.6)     (147.5) 
Advertising            (47.0)       (46.5) 
Merchant fees and commissions            (33.5)        (33.7) 
Aircraft and passenger insurance              (11.3)           (9.1) 
Other costs            (104.8)       (87.5) 
GB Airways integration costs                –         (12.9) 
EBITDAR              225.1                   248.6 
Depreciation           (55.4)             (44.4) 
Profit on disposal of assets held for sale              11.0                     – 
Amortisation of intangible assets                   (4.4)                          (2.5) 
Aircraft lease costs        (116.2)                        (110.7) 
Operating profit                60.1               91.0 
Interest receivable and other financing income       22.5            53.2 
Interest payable and other financing charges        (27.9)           (34.0) 
Net finance (charges) / income                   (5.4)             19.2 
Profit before tax                  54.7          110.2 
Tax credit / (charge)                              16.5            (27.0) 
Profit for the year                   71.2              83.2 
Earnings per share, pence 
Basic                     16.9              19.8 
Diluted                      16.6               19.4 

                                                 
2
 Τhe amount is in £ million 
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET OF EASYJET 
      2009          2008 

Non-current assets 
Goodwill                  365.4          365.4 
Other intangible assets                 81.7                         80.6 
Property, plant and equipment          1,612.2                         1,102.6 
Derivative financial instruments               7.8                 21.3 
Loan notes               12.6                 12.0 
Restricted cash               48.0                42.9 
Other non-current assets             62.7                61.1 
Deferred tax assets                   0.4              0.5 

   2,190.8        1,686.4 
Current assets 
Assets held for sale              73.2            194.9 
Trade and other receivables           241.8              236.9 
Derivative financial instruments             68.0                96.5 
Restricted cash               24.3                           23.3 
Money market deposits           286.3                         230.3 
Cash and cash equivalents           788.6                         632.2 

      1,482.2                    1,414.1 
Current liabilities 
Trade and other payables                 (750.7)           (653.0) 
Borrowings                  (117.6)                  (56.7) 
Derivative financial instruments                   (91.1)                (76.0) 
Current tax liabilities                  (57.7)             (73.2) 
Maintenance provisions                   (45.1)              (55.9) 

     (1,062.2)                  (914.8) 
Net current assets                   420.0              499.3 
Non-current liabilities 
Borrowings           (1,003.0)                   (570.2) 
Derivative financial instruments             (2.6)                 (0.3) 
Non-current deferred income           (52.6)              (68.8) 
Maintenance provisions                               (168.6)                   (160.4) 
Deferred tax liabilities             (76.7)                   (107.8) 
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(1,303.5)               (907.5) 
Net assets        1,307.3              1,278.2 
Shareholders’ funds 
Share capital          106.0                   105.7 
Share premium         642.5                    640.2 
Hedging reserve         (23.9)                  27.6 
Translation reserve           (0.4)                         0.1 
Retained earnings          583.1                    504.6 

       1,307.3             1,278.2 
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT OF EASYJET  
 

           2007                          2006 
Passenger revenue                 1,626.0                   1,488.4 
Ancillary revenue                     171.2                              131.3 
Revenue                   1,797.2                       1,619.7 
Ground handling charges, including salaries                    (156.1)                         (144.1) 
Airport charges                    (305.8)                          (258.4) 
Fuel                   (425.5)                         (387.8) 
Navigation charges                   (141.8)                           (121.2) 
Crew costs, including training                (204.1)                            (160.0) 
Maintenance                      (98.1)                           (109.5) 
Advertising                       (38.0)                              (38.2) 
Merchant fees and incentive pay              (20.6)        (17.9) 
Aircraft and passenger insurance                  (12.1)                      (15.8) 
Other costs                          (96.9)                (88.3) 
EBITDAR                           298.2       278.5 
Depreciation                            (33.3)         (27.4) 
Amortisation of other intangible assets                           (0.9)           (0.8) 
Aircraft dry lease costs                          (91.0)                      (122.9) 
Aircraft long-term wet lease costs                              (1.0)               (9.6) 
Group operating profit – EBIT                            172.0              117.8 
Interest receivable and other financing income                        54.6                  35.4 
Reversal of prior year impairment losses on financial assets   10.6                   – 
Interest payable and other financing charges    (35.4)             (24.1) 
Net financing income        29.8              11.3 
Share of profit after tax of associates          0.1               0.1 
Profit before tax        201.9            129.2 
Tax          (49.6)            (35.1) 
Profit for the year        152.3              94.1 
Earnings per share, pence 
Basic          36.62         23.18 
Diluted          35.58          22.64 
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET OF EASYJET 

              2007        2006 

Non-current assets 

Goodwill                    309.6      309.6 

Other intangible assets                      1.8                  1.1 

Property, plant and equipment                 935.8          695.7 

Financial assets 

Loan notes                       11.1            – 

Restricted cash                       32.9             26.1 

Derivative financial instruments                      –               0.4 

Other non-current assets                       58.1              54.8 

Investments accounted for using the equity method               0.3                  0.3 

Deferred tax assets                        0.4                0.3 

               1,350.0                       1,088.3 

Current assets 

Trade and other receivables                   223.6        227.2 

Financial assets 

Money market deposits                    193.4            – 

Restricted cash                        15.9          12.2 

Derivative financial instruments                    14.4              1.0 

Cash and cash equivalents                   719.1       860.7 

                1,166.4           1,101.1 

Current liabilities 
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Trade and other payables                  (461.7)         (414.1) 

Financial liabilities 

Borrowings                       (40.5)            (32.8) 

Derivative financial instruments                  (26.6)           (15.3) 

Current tax liabilities                    (89.7)             (46.8) 

Maintenance provisions                     (2.8)             (13.9) 

        (621.3)        (522.9) 

Net current assets                    545.1           578.2 

Non-current liabilities 

Financial liabilities 

Borrowings                    (478.6)       (446.9) 

Derivative financial instruments                    (6.3)                (4.8) 

Other non-current liabilities                   (86.8)            (74.8) 

Maintenance provisions                          (136.0)       (125.1) 

Deferred tax liabilities                     (35.0)           (32.0) 

(742.7)       (683.6) 

Net assets                 1,152.4           982.9 

Shareholders’ funds 

Ordinary shares                    104.8          102.6 

Share premium                    633.9      591.4 

Hedging reserve                     (13.7)          (9.5) 

Retained earnings                     427.4            298.4 

     1,152.4           982.9 
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET OF EASYJET 

             2007        2006 

Non-current assets 

Goodwill                   309.6      309.6 

Other intangible assets                     1.8             1.1 

Property, plant and equipment                  935.8        695.7 

Financial assets 

Loan notes                           11.1           – 

Restricted cash                          32.9          26.1 

Derivative financial instruments                    –             0.4 

Other non-current assets                           58.1                  54.8 

Investments accounted for using the equity method             0.3                    0.3 

Deferred tax assets                              0.4           0.3 

           1,350.0          1,088.3 

Current assets 

Trade and other receivables                       223.6               227.2 

Financial assets 

Money market deposits                           193.4           – 

Restricted cash                          15.9    12.2 

Derivative financial instruments                      14.4     1.0 

Cash and cash equivalents                    719.1    860.7 

           1,166.4    1,101.1 

Current liabilities 
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Trade and other payables                   (461.7)     (414.1) 

Financial liabilities 

Borrowings                       (40.5)         (32.8) 

Derivative financial instruments                  (26.6)         (15.3) 

Current tax liabilities                    (89.7)        (46.8) 

Maintenance provisions                     (2.8)         (13.9) 

       (621.3)      (522.9) 

Net current assets                          545.1         578.2 

Non-current liabilities 

Financial liabilities  

Borrowings                    (478.6)      (446.9) 

Derivative financial instruments                     (6.3)               (4.8) 

Other non-current liabilities                    (86.8)        (74.8) 

Maintenance provisions                           (136.0)      (125.1) 

Deferred tax liabilities                               (35.0)          (32.0) 

         (742.7)      (683.6) 

Net assets                  1,152.4        982.9 

Shareholders’ funds 

Ordinary shares                     104.8        102.6 

Share premium                    633.9         591.4 

Hedging reserve                     (13.7)             (9.5) 

Retained earnings                    427.4          298.4 

1,152.4        982.9 
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT OF EASYJET 
2005          2004 

Passenger revenue        1,254.2      1,029.3  
Ancillary revenue            87.2             61.7  
Revenue        1,341.4      1,091.0  
Ground handling charges, including salaries      (130.5)        (111.3)  
Airport charges         (230.1)        (191.4)  
Fuel           (260.2)        (146.9)  
Navigation charges          (108.6)          (87.7)  
Crew costs          (136.2)        (126.8)  
Maintenance          (119.2)        (102.0) 
Advertising             (32.8)           (30.5)  
Merchant fees and incentive pay         (15.6)          (13.6)  
Aircraft insurance           (19.3)          (19.8)  
Other costs            (80.0)          (71.7)  
EBITDAR            208.9         189.3  
Depreciation             (16.4)          (19.2)  
Accelerated depreciation of 737-300 aircraft          (2.7)              (6.1)  
Goodwill amortization          (17.4)          (17.1)  
Aircraft dry lease costs        (123.7)          (96.4)  
Group operating profit (EBIT)          48.7              50.5  
Share of operating profit of 
The Big Orange Handling Company           0.2                          0.2  
Interest receivable             27.2              14.2  
Interest payable              (8.2)              (2.7)  
Net interest receivable          19.0     11.5  
Profit before tax               67.9            62.2  
Tax                (25.3)           (21.1)  
Retained profit for the year              42.6                   41.1  
Earnings per share (pence) 
Basic                 10.68                    10.34  
Diluted                 10.43                    10.11  
Basic, before goodwill amortisation               15.03                    14.64  
Diluted, before goodwill amortisation              14.68          14.33  
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Norwegian Air shuttle Balance Sheet  

Consolidated Accounts 
NOTE (NOK 1 000)  2009  2008 

 ASSETS     

 Non-current assets     

10 Intangible assets  190 543  198 074 

9 Deferred tax asset  157  59 759 

11 Aircraft, parts and installations on leased aircraft  974 892  523 676 

11 Equipment and fixtures  30 905  31 014 

11 Buildings  3 933  3 933 

11 Financial lease asset  26 092   

20 Financial assets available for sale  7 236  5 628 

26 Investment in associate  47 943  44 743 

11 Prepayment Boeing contract  1 410 992  705 165 

13 Other receivables  26 391  32 404 

 Total non-current assets  2 719 084  1 604 395 

 Current assets     

14 Inventory  40 825  34 214 

13 Trade and other receivables  829 893  914 379 

20 Derivative financial instrument  23 688  18 360 

24 Cash and cash equivalents  1 408 475  607 536 

 Total current assets  2 302 881  1 574 489 

 TOTAL ASSETS  5 021 965  3 178 884 

 

 

 

http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N10#N10
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N9#N9
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N11#N11
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N11#N11
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N11#N11
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N11#N11
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N20#N20
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N26#N26
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N11#N11
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N13#N13
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N14#N14
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N13#N13
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N20#N20
http://annualreport.norwegian.no/2009/consolidated_accounts/consolidated_balance_sheet/#N24#N24
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NOTES  NOK 1 000       2007    2006 

ASSETS 

Non-current assets 

10  Intangible assets       232 407   33 243 

9  Deferred tax assets       61 317    96 597 

11  Aircraft, parts and installations on aircraft    209 820   214 419 

11  Equipment and fixtures      24 313   14 025 

11  Buildings        3 933    0 

20  Financial assets available for sale     10 004    0 

26  Investment in associate      53 516   0 

20  Hedged item - firm commitments     128 031   0 

11  Prepayment Boeing contract      316 546   0 

13  Other receivables       28 507   8 819 

Total non-current assets 1 068 393 367 103 

Current assets 

14  I nventory        28 000   19 341 

13  Trade and other receivables      491 543   443 492 

20  Financial assets available for sale     215 758   0 

20  Derivative financial instruments     7 771    298 

20  Hedged item - firm commitments     18 222   0 

24  Cash and cash equivalents      501 410   231 710 

Total current assets      1 262 705   694 841 

TOTAL ASSETS      2 331 098   1 061 944 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

Equity 

15  Share capital        2 087   1 967 

15  Share premium       408 277   271 934 

15  Other paid-in equity       32 753   1 709 

15  Retained earnings       65 156   -14 883 

Total equity       508 273   260 727 

Non-current liabilities 

18  Pension liabilities       33 310   30 794 

19  Provision for periodic maintenance     101 042   81 734 
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9  Deferred tax liabilities      19 470   0 

20  Derivative financial instruments     154 333   0 

22  Borrowings        297 697   0 

Total non-current liabilities 605 853 112 528 

Short term liabilities 

21  Trade and other payables      644 837   395 850 

Air traffic settlement liabilities    536 548   291 795 

20  Derivative financial instruments     34 375   1 014 

9  Tax payable        1 212    30 

Total short term liabilities     1 216 972   688 689 

Total liabilities       1 822 825   801 217 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES   2 331 098   1 061 944 

 

Norwegian Air Shuttle Balance sheet 

NOK 1 000    2006   2005   2004 

NOTE  ASSETS 

Non-current assets 

Intangible assets 

7   Intangible assets        34 009   33 640  

 28 272 

6   Deferred tax asset        96 380   86 218  

 85 956 

Total intangible assets      130 388   119 857   114 228 

8   Tangible assets 

Airplanes        160 528   0    0 

Installations on leased airplanes     37 430   18 253   9 574 

Spare parts        16 462   4 970    5 986 

Equipment and fixtures      14 011   13 597   18 412 

Total tangible assets       228 430   36 820   33 971 

Financial assets 

21   Investment in shares       103    0    85 

9   Other long term receivables      8 827    19 404   18 950 

Total financial assets       8 930    19 404   19 035 

Total non-current assets      367 749   176 081   167 235 
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Current assets 

10   Inventory      19 341   36 764   11 791 

Receivables 

Accounts receivable     163 205   105 484   41 204 

11,21   Other receivables     284 552   94 690   40 520 

Total receivables     447 757   200 174   81 724 

Derivative financial assets    298 2   563   0 

20   Cash and cash equivalents    228 132   261 464   195 157 

Total current assets     695 528   500 965   288 671 

TOTAL ASSETS     1 063 277   677 046   455 906 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

Equity 

Paid-in equity 

12,13   Share capital      1 967    1 837    1 833 

13   Own Shares      0    - 28    0 

13   Share premium reserve    271 934   157 099   156 441 

13   Other paid-in equity     1 709    424    0 

Total paid-in equity     275 610   159 332   158 274 

Retained earnings 

13   Other equity      -15 030   -16 523   0 

Total retained earnings    -15 030 -  16 523    0 

Total equity      260 580   142 809   158 274 

Liabilities 

Provisions 

15   Pension liabilities     30 794   30 487   3 865 

17   Provision for periodic maintenance   81 734   34 779    8 708 

Total long term liabilities    112 528   65 266   12 573 

Short term liabilities 

21   Accounts payable     102 162   61 860   70 476 

Air traffic settlement liabilities   291 795   218 693   109 033 

Public duties payable     33 761   26 470   20 501 

Derivative financial liability    1 014    0    0 

18   Other short term liabilities    261 438   161 947   85 048 

Total short term liabilities    690 169   468 971   285 059 
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Total liabilities     802 697   534 237   297 632 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  1 063 277   677 046   455 906 
 

Income Statement 2009 

NOTE (NOK 1 000) 2009  2008 

     

4 Revenues 7 309 189  6 226 413 

 Total operating revenues 7 309 189  6 226 413 

5 Operational expenses 4 938 399  4 892 727 

6,7,17,18 Payroll 1 303 299  1 076 068 

10,11 Depreciation, amortization and impairment 148 882  129 611 

5a Other operating expenses 396 058  318 094 

20 Other losses/(gains) - net -49 315  147 768 

 Total operating expenses 6 737 323  6 564 267 

 Operating profit 571 866  -337 854 

8 Net financial items 47 974  351 966 

26 Share of profit (loss) from associated company 3 200  -8 773 

 Profit (loss) before tax 623 040  5 339 

9 Income tax expense (income) 176 789  1 394 

 PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR 446 251  3 944 

16 Basic earnings per share 13.73  0.15 

16 Diluted earnings per share 13.34  0.15 

 Profit attributable to;    

 Owners of the company 446 251  3 944 
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Consolidated Income Statement 2007 
NOTES  NOK 1 000        2007      2006       2005 

3  Revenue       4 226 202   2 941 400   1 972 246 

Total operating revenues    4 226 202   2 941 400   1 972 246 

5   Operational expense     3 171 818   2 368 636   1 504 338 

6,7,17,18  Payroll and other personnel expenses  622 189   412 940   298 223 

10,11   Depreciation and amortization   74 044   51 070   29 316 

Other operating expenses    224 200   139 264   111 091 

Total operating expenses    4 092 251   2 971 910   1 942 968 

Operating profit     133 951   -30 510   29 278 

8   Net financial items     -29 949   -1 196    9 657 

26   Share of profit (loss     -1 821    0    0 

26   Gain from sale of subsidiary   10 800   0    0 

Profit (loss) before tax    112 982   -31 706   38 935 

9  Income tax expense (income)    28 402   -9 709    10 955 

PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR   84 580   -21 997   27 980 
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